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ABSTRACT 
Digital neutron noise analysis has been used to measure the delayed neutron 
fraction, 3, to prompt neutron lifetime. €. ratio int.he Iowa State UniYer ity UTR-10 
research reactor. The auto-po\•.:er s pectral densities ( APSD ) of the current from an 
uncompensated ion chamber. a fi ssion chamber. and a BF3 detector were recorded 
and analyzed, and the coherence function of two BF3 detectors was recorded using 
a Hewlett-Packard 3.5 2A low frequency spectrum analyze r. The APSD contained 
information about the reactor transfer function, a nd were therefore affected by the 
delayed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ratio. The spectra were trans-
ferred from the spectrum analyzer to a mi crocomputer for normalization and a nalysis. 
A non-linear least squares fitting routine called ~IL SQ \\"aS used to fit the param-
ete rs of the theoretical AP SD and coherence function to the measured pectra. and 
thereby estimate the ~ ratio and its uncertainty. 
The est imates of the delayed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifet ime ra-
tio made from APSD measurements were in the range of 39 .0s - 1 ± 3.l s - 1(6 %) t.o 
4 .5s - 1 :r 2.3s - 1(6 o/c ), an d depended on the ty pe and location of the neutron detec-
tor. The cohere nce function measurement estimated ~ to be 41..Ss - 1 ± 2.3s - 1(6 %). 
This compared favorably with t he currently accepted rnlue of 43 .3s - 1 and with pre-
Yious investigations using different techniques . 
\'Ill 
The measurements were performed in response to a mandated con,·ersion of the 
reactor fuel from high-enrichment uranium to low-enrichment uranium. T he conve r-
ion will alter the f ratio. During all the measurements, there were no fuel osc illations 
or fuel vibrat io ns, so the experiment may be used directly on t he new core. 
CHAPTER 1. I NTRODUCTION 
P a r a m eters M ea ured a nd T h e ir Uses 
The goal of these mea urement wa to find the ratio of t he delayed neut ron 
fraction to the prompt neutron lifetime in the lowa t ate rniwrsity CTR-10 re~earch 
reacto r using digital neutron noi e analy i . 
T he delay ed neutron fraction 3 is defi ned a the fraction of neutron which are 
not released at the time of fi ssion but a re instead released by t he decay of fi s ion 
product . Whe n a fi ssion takes place, neutrons are released into the chain reaction 
through (\\·o main processes: prompt neutrons are released at the instant of fi sion 
and delayed neutrons are released through the beta decay of certain fi ion products. 
The rate of release of the delayed neut ron i a function of the half-life of the fi ion 
product . The delayed release of a -mall frac tion of neutrons (less than 1 '7c ) is crucial 
in reactor physics; if t here were no delayed neutrons. reactor control would be very 
difficu lt . 
T he prompt n eutron lifetime £ is the ave rage time a prompt neutron exi ts in 
the reactor before being absorbed or leaking out of t he system. For the llT R- LO, the 
accepted value off is 150 microseconds l ]. 
T he delayed neutron fracti on is a function primarily of the fuel type. For mo t 
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applications there are six main delayed neutron precurso r groups p roduced by fi ssion 
of uranium-23.5. The neutrons they release represent 0.6.50 o/c of the total number of 
neutrons produced in t hermal fiss ion 2i· The effective delayed neutron fraction Jeff 
is a function of both fuel type and the reactor geomet ry. It represents the fraction of 
next generation fissions produced by delayed neutrons when neutron leakage ( neutrons 
escaping from the reactor core ) and non-fission neutron absorption are considered. It 
is generall y larger than the delayed neutron fraction of the fissionable isotope because 
the delayed neutrons p roduced by precur so rs have lower energies than the average 
energy of prompt neutrons . T he more energetic prompt neutrons are more likely to 
escape from the core than are the delayed neutrons, so delayed neutrons make up a 
larger percent of the neutron population than indicated by the delayed fraction of 
the fue l. The most recent calculation of 3ef f fo r the l -TR-10 yielded a value of 
0.00767.5 [3]. Througho ut t he rest of thi s report. f3eJ f will be simply written as /3 . 
The multiplication factor k is the number of fi ss ions caused by the fis sion of single 
fuel atom. If the multiplication factor is less than one. the reactor is subcritical and 
the reactor power (and neutron populat ion) decreases in t he absence of a neutron 
source . If t he m ultiplication factor is greater t han one, the reactor is supercritical 
and the reactor power increases . If the multiplication factor equals unity. then the 
reactor is critical and the power is constant in the absence of a neutron sou rce . 
The state of the reactor is also described by the amou nt of reactivity present . 
Absolute reacti vity is defined as 
p = 
k - 1 
k 
( 1.1 ) 
and may be either positive or negative. Reactivity. as defined above, is dimensionless . 
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Reactivit y is commonly expressed in dollars. given by p in Equation 1.1 divided by 
the delayed neut ron fraction 3; 
k - l 
p( $) = ----,;a. ( 1.2) 
The purpose of defi ning react ivity in dollars is to relate t he multiplicat ion facto r wit h 
the delayed neutron fraction . \t\.hen one dollar of reactivity is present, the reactor is 
promp t critical. and the chain react ion is sustained on prompt neutrons alo ne . 
The reactor period T is t he amount of time it takes for the reactor power to 
cha nge by a facto r of e. If t he reactor is in a promp t crit ical state the reactor period 
is gn ·en by 
T = -e-
/, - 1 
so power rncreases very q uickly and the reactor is not cont rollable . 
( 1.3) 
O n a day-to-day reactor operations basis. t he delayed neutron fraction is used 
indirectly in calculation of react ivity. T he prompt neutron lifetime is used du ring 
generatio n of tables such as reactor reactivity from period . Reactivity values fo r 
t he UTR-10 reactor are cu rren t ly calculated ass uming a value of 0 .006.5 for 3 . For 
example, if t he reactor is supercri tical such t hat k = 1.004. the abso lute reacti vity is 
.00398, o r in dollar units p = $.613 . 
The rTR-10 reactor is operated so that delayed neu t rons are neces ary for crit-
icality. In the absence of delayed neutrons the reacto r wou ld be subc riti cal a nd the 
power level would dec rease in the a bsence of a neu tron source. Operating a de layed 
neut ron crit ical reactor guarantees a slow time scale fo r any power change in the 
reactor. thereby allowing sim ple r rnnt rol systems. 
The measurements described herein were performed in response to a required 
change in t he reactor fuel from 92% to 19.7.S°lo uranium enriched in the 23.5c isotope. 
The 923 enriched in 23.5c fuel or high-en richment uranium (HEU) must by law be 
replaced with low-enrichment uraniu m ( LEU ) with less than 203 23.Sr. The fuel 
conversion neces itates calculating new core parameters, including the new effective 
delayed ne ut ron fraction and the promp t neutron lifetime. As suggested in the fuel 
conversion proposal ~{. the calculated ~ value for the HEC core must be compared 
with the measured value to assess the accuracy of the parameters predicted by t he 
co re physics codes. 
The Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors ( R ERTR) grou p at 
Argonne ~ational Laboratory, t he division invest igating the conversion of research 
and test reactors from HEU fuel to LEU fuel, perfo rmed co re physics calculations for 
the UTR-10. In the process. the group produced est imates of f3 and e. T he values 
the group obtained are shown in Table 1.1. The model used at Argonne was t he 
top half of the C TR-10 with all control rods out. This was done so that the excess 
reactivi ty (pe.rcess ), or available reacti\·ity beyond what is needed fo r criticality. 
could be found; the effective multiplication factor in the UTR-10 wi th all available 
excess reactivity in ser ted is abo ut 1.004. The effective mul tiplication factors ( h'e f f ) 
calculated at Argonne ~ ational Lab were less than unity, falsely indicating the reactor 
is a su bc riti cal assembly. This e rror was caused by the failure of the computat ional 
model to handle t he l arge neutro n leakage of the UTR -10. 
The ·~ ratio is used in transient analysis. In the case of the UTR -10 analysis, t he 
values of J and [ are inpu ts into t he computer code PARET[.5]. PARET is u ed to 
.5 
Table 1. 1: Calculated ISl. CTR-10 Core Parameters 
Core ke ff 
HEl. 0.994 766 
LEU 0.99.554 1 
0.00767.5 
0.007631 
1.59 .. 56 
16.5.06 
- 1 ys 
4: .1 
46.5 
predict t he co re respo nse to react.i,·ity and power t ran sients . Both t he delayed ne utron 
fraction and the prompt neutron lifetime directly affect the response to a reactiYity 
insertion. T he reacti ,·ity transient res ponses of bot h the LEU and the HEl' cores 
were based on a ste p insertion of all available excess react ivity. The val ues calculated 
using PARET will be presented in the result s sect ion . PA R ET uses t he input co re 
parameters to numerically solve the coupled neutronics and feedback equation . The 
ne ut ronics equations describe the change in neutron population in the reactor as a 
fu nction of t ime and in pu t react ivity. while t he feedback desc ri bes t he cha nge in 
reactivity as a funct ion of fuel temperature, moderator de nsity. e t c .. T he PARET 
user 's guide indicates t he power estimates during a t ransient calculated by PARET 
are within 253 of po,,.,·ers measured in experiments of the same transien ts . 
Measurement Techniques 
i3 
The 7 ratio was estimated based on measurements using digital neutron noise 
analysis . :.J'eutron noise an alysis takes adrnntage of information carri ed by t he fl ue-
t uating ne utro n populat ion to deduce information about the reactor condition. T he 
noise analysis measurements we re done using signals fro m one or two d etectors and 
the data gathered were analyzed using a digital computer . 
T he neutron noise was measured by recordi ng t he auto power spectral density 
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(APSD ) of the out p ut of a neutron detecto r . T he APSD represents the average 
power per unit frequency contained in the detector ignal and contains magn it ude 
info rmation about the reactor t ransfer fu nction. The r~actor tr ansfer fu nct ion. which 
is affected by i, is d efined as t he ra t io of the Laplace transform of the ou t put neu-
t ron populat ion rnriat ion to t he Lap lace t ran sform of the input reactiv it y or source 
distur bance. Therefore . t he APSD contains information on { t he 4 rat io may be 
est imated by measu rement of t he APSD of the signal from a single neut ron detec tor . 
A second met ho d of measuri ng the neut ron noise involved t he reco rding of the 
coherence fu nction of two detecto rs. The coherence fu net ion describes t he correla-
t i on between two separate e\·ent s . so t he coherence function different ia te between 
ne ut ron-ind uced noise and unrelated li ne noise prod uced by the de tection sys tem . 
The coherence fu nction relates two AP SDs to each other in such a way t hat it is 
infl uenced by t he reactor transfe r function , and t herefore the ~ ratio; t he ~ rat io 
may be estim a ted by mea~urement of t he coherence function of t he outpu t of two 
neut ron detectors. 
The measurements too k ad vantage of state-of-the-art digital comp ute r tech nol-
ogy for da ta collect ion and analysis . T he detecto r curre nt signal was converted to a 
voltage rep resentative of t he neutron population flu ctuat ions (neu tro n noi se ). T h is 
voltage signal was transfo rmed in to a frequency spectrum by a low frequency spectrum 
analyzer (which direc tly measured bo th the AP SD of one detector and the coherence 
funct ion of two detec tors) and passed t he results to a microcomputer for torage and 
data mani pulat ion. A non-l inear least squa res fi t ti ng rout ine was used to analyze t he 
APSD or coherence fun ction and find t he ¥ ratio and it s uncertai nty. The ~ ratio is 
7 
sometimes referred to as the break ~requency because a plot of the the APSD versus 
frequency has a 3 dB drop in the pectral power at the f frequency. 
Some of the considerations in the experimental design were the following: 
• No external reactivity pe rt.urbations were to be pre ent. For example, a reac-
tivity osc illator would not be u eel. 
• The experiment must work for both the existing HEr and new LEC cores . For 
example, the neutron detector(s) must fit in the same location in both cores. 
• The experiment should be relatively easy to et up and operate. 
:\'o external reactivity perturbations were allowed because t he co re physic cal-
culations with which the measured val ues were to be compared were made using 
a steady state, perturbation-free model. Any experimental apparatus design must 
work equally well in both the new and the old cores, or else it will not be pos ible to 
measure the effect of the fuel conversion with confidence. 
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CHAPTER2. BACKGROUND 
R eact o r D escrip t ion 
The UTR-10 research reactor is an Argonaut ty pe reactor . I t has a coupled 
core surrounded by a graphite reflector. as show n in Figu re 2.1. The co re is a 44-in . 
by -56-in. by -! -in . stack of graphite holding two core tanks. Each core tank is 
approximately 6-in . by 20-in. by.) -i n . and each is divided into six fuel chambers. 
The HEU fuel asse mblies have 12 fuel plates each , while t he LEtT fuel will have 24 
plates per assembly. T he term ·core' as used in t his report refe~s to the two core tanks 
and the graphi te reflector: a t the center of the core is the internal graphite reflector. 
The lTTR-10 has six locat ion available for experiments: the internal reflector. 
t he shield tank. the irradiation cavit y, the thermal column , the beam ports , and a 
rabbit system . The internal reflecto r, the shield tank, and the thermal column are 
sui table for neut ron detectors. 
Reactor power le,·el is cont rolled by three safety-type control blades a nd one 
regulating blade. The control blades are made of boral (a mixture of aluminum and 
ne utron abso rbing boron) and clad wit h a luminum. The reactor cont ro l may be man-
ual, in which case the operator manipulates t he regula ting blade and t he shi m-safety 
blade to cont rol pov;er , or automatic . When the reactor is operated in automatic 
2 . -
13 
*Ite ms 16 and 17 on the opposi t e should appear side 0 f th e cor e. 
Figure 2.1: 
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mode. the power is held constant by the regulating blade. The regulating blade is 
positioned by a feedback mechanism which monitors reactor power and period. The 
automatic sys tem makes seYeral adjustments to the regulating blade each second to 
maintain a steady power. 
Water A.owing between the fuel plates serves as a neutron moderator, slowing 
fast neutrons to thermal energies through neutron scattering, and as a coolant. The 
thermal neutrons are much more likely to cause a fis ion than are fast neutrons. The 
graphite reflector surrounding the core tanks reflects some neutrons back into the 
con~ tanks. where they may cause additional fissions. 
Heat produced by fis sion is removed by the moderating water (primary coolant ) 
flowing up from the bot tom of each core tank at a nominal rate of .. 5 gallons per 
minute. The primary coolant is cooled by City of Ames water (secondary coolant ) 
through a single loop heat exchanger. Since moderator temperature affects react ivity 
and. therefore. reactor power , t he inlet temperature of the primary coolant is regu-
lated . The water is nominally 0° F. but drifts between 7 ° F and 2°F are possible. 
The temperature variations result in power drift s unless compensated by insertion or 
removal of a control blade. 
The l"TR-10 has a large neutron leakage and seYeral reg10ns of high neutron 
absorption. The prompt neutron lifetime is shorter for a neutron traveling near an 
absorber ( such as a cont rol blade) or near a non- reflecti ve surface (s uch as the top of 
the core) than for a neutron near the center of the core. Absorption and lea kage affect 
the effect ive delayed neutron fraction and the prompt neutron lifetime. To minimize 
the influence of leakage and absorption on the f measurement, it is necessary to 
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position detectors away from any absorbers or boundaries . Ideally, t he best place for 
a detector to measure the neutron lifetime in t he CTR-10 is in the core center . 
If any neutron absorbing materi al (poison ) is introduced into the core. or if the 
core leakage rate is increased, e decreases so ~ increases. Unfortunately. when a 
detector is present in t he core. it introduces poison by increasing parasit ic abso rption 
and increases leakage by displacing graphite. Thu . the measured APSD might not 
prod uce the clean core delayed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ratio. It 
is desir able to use small detectors which displace as litt le graphite as possible and 
abso rb as few neutrons as poss ible while still providing a statistically strong signal. 
Previous Work a t ISU 
There are at least two previous investigations of the delayed neutron fraction to 
prompt neutron lifetime rat io on the UTR-10 reactor. Both were performed in the 
early 19/0s . 
Chan :6J used a cross-co rrelation technique and measured a value of 43.0s - 1 for 
3 e· During his measurements. the reactor was perturbed by a small oscillating poison 
placed between t he two core tanks. 
Chan's experiment was not repeated because the o cillator in t he core was not 
desirable. Also the analysi s of data was performed on an analog as well a a digital 
computer, and involved manually \·arying an electronic filter window and repeatedly 
playing magnetic tape of a signal representative of the neutron noi se . The manual 
operation of the filter introduces potential systematic experimental error . 
.>i abavian '. 7] performed measurements of the j ratio using the polarity correla-
12 
tion me thod . He found the r at io to.be 44.4 s- 1. His measurement method involved 
observing the signals from two detectors fo r one hour. amplifying the ignals with a n 
analog comp ute r, and recordi ng the signals on magnetic tape. The tape was t hen 
replayed and the signal s sent to a polarity correlator. Infor mat ion from the co rrelator 
was used to produce the de tector coherence function, and the break frequency was 
es timated fro m the coherence function plot by fitt ing the coherence fun ction equation 
to the observed data . 
.:"l"abavian' experiment also produced valid result s. [t was not repeated because 
it required a subs tantial effort to reco rd t he signal and play it back for a nalysis. 
The analysis methods of both Chan and \" a bavian were made ob olete by inven-
tio n of the low frequency spect rum analyzer, which will be desc ri bed later. 
Othe r Uses of Neutron Noise Analysis 
The rat io of t he delayed neutron fraction to the prompt neutron lifetime has also 
been measured at the EvVA reactor in Poland [ ]. T he method used was mea urement 
of power spect ral d ensi ties using self-powered neu t ron detectors and fission chambers . 
The spect rum of the fission chamber contained no frequency dependent information 
(the spectrum was white) due to the di stance from the core to the detector, whi le 
the self-powered neutron detector located closer to the core provided an e timate of 
the delayed neutron fraction to t he prompt neutron li fetime of 14. ls- 1. far from 
the expected l.50s - 1 . The disc repancy was caused by the detector being surrounded 
by a beryllium reflector which greatly increased the neut ron lifetime. The pect ral 
densities measured showed many small peaks on top of the expected response , but 
13 
only one was attributed to the 50 Hz electrical net. 
J \f eutron noise has many uses other than simple measurements of 7· For ex-
ample, engineer at Duke Power a re usi ng neutron noise in combination with small 
fluctuations of coolant temperature to meas ure the moderator temperature coeffi cient 
in their Oconee reac tors [9]. The result s as of thi date indicate neutron noise may 
be used . but t he measured temperature coefficient is local instead of global. 
\f eutron noise may also be used to detect core barrel motion. fuel assembly 
vibration, control rod vibration, and moderator flow and moderator phase )0][11 ]. 
It can also be used to estimate the reactivity present in a subcritical reactor . 
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CHAPTER3. THEORY 
:\eut ron noise measu rements requi re t he conversion of minor Yariation of t he 
neut ron populat ion into a frequency spect rum , a nd subsequent ly into power spec t ral 
densit ies or coh erence function spec tra. This is done an alyt ically by transforming the 
p oint kinet ics equa t ions (d escribed below) from t he t ime domain to t he freq uency 
do ma in. 
The ti m e depe ndent neu tron population in t he r T R-10 may be de cribed by 
p oint kinet ics eq uation s. T h e mode l is simple; it ignores spatial effect s and reac t ivity 
feedbac k. 
D e rivation of the R eactor Tra n sfe r F\mc tion 
A nuclear reactor can be described by a zero dimensional point kineti cs model. 
T he model uses coupled diffe rential equat ions to descri be t he changes in neutron 
density. delayed ne utron precursor density, and react ivi ty wit h resp ec t t o t ime. The 
poin t kinet ics equat ions are writt en 
dn 
dt 
dci 
dt 
3· 
_l J..· n - A ·c· 
( l l 
( 3.1 ) 
( 3.2) 
where: 
n = neutron den ily 
c · l delay ed neutron precursor density of ith group 
time 
3· . l delayed nt utron f . f th ra ctwn o 1 groi1p 
,,\ . 
l decay con slant for precursor decay of ith group 
q .source .strength 
k -:- multiplication J actor 
[ =- prompt 1u utron l i f etim e. ( 3 .3 ) 
The delayed neutron p recur or produced by fi s ion of uranium 23.5 a re usually clas-
si fied into ix delayed grou ps. as used above . and each grou p has a di fferent decay 
con tant and delayed neutron fraction. These equation can be implified by definina 
the neu tron generation t ime, .\ , a nd reactivity. p, as 
.\ 
{ 
(3.4) -
k 
k - 1 
( 3 .. 5) p --
k 
by usrng a single delayed ne utron prec ursor group wit h a weighted average decay 
constant of 
( 
6 - 1 
,,\ = ~ I: Ji ) 
3 i= l /\ 
( 3.6) 
and a sinale effective delayed neut ron fraction of 
( 3. 7) 
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ow the point kinetic s equations are written as : 
dn 
dt 
de 
dt 
p - J 
--n - ,\ c ....... <7 
.\ . 
3 
- n - .Ac. 
.\ 
( 3. ) 
(3.9 ) 
Equations 3. and 3.9 are commonly referred to as the one-group point kinet ics eq ua-
tions . They desc ribe changes to the neu tron populatio n (or fi ssion rate or power when 
multiplied by t he a ppropriate co nstant s) with respect to time. When the rea ctor is 
in a steady s tate condition (either subcri tical or source- free critical ). bo th Equation 
3.8 and Equation 3.9 are equal t o ze ro. 
The neutron p op ulation is ne ,·e r t ruly cons tant. Fi sion i a t a ti s t ical p ro cess . 
so the s t eady s tat e populatio n is a lways fluctuating abou t some average rnlue . This 
fact can be incorporat ed into the point kinetics equations by as suming the neutron 
population and the delayed neutron precurso r population fluctuate abou t an ave rage 
value in response t o a minor flu c tuatio n of input reacti vity o r neutron sour ce . \\'hen 
t he input is conside red to b e a mino r rnriation in reactivi t y. t his is written 
n no 1 8n (3.10 ) 
c co + 8c (3.11) 
p Po - 8p (3.12 ) 
q ( 3 .13 ) 
where the .r 0 term are t he s teady s tate values and the 8x te rms represent small 
fluctuat ions in the s tead y s tate values . 
Substituting these in Equa tions 3 . and 3.9 and canceling t he s teady s t ate t erms 
yields 
don 
dt 
J8c 
dt 
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Dpno _ 8p8n _ Po - t3 071 + ).fie 
.\ .\ .\ 
J - on - ,\ fJc . 
A 
Since the fluct uations are small , the [,~'in ter m can be neglected . lea\·ing 
d8n 
dt 
d8c 
Jt 
8pno Po - Jc ,s: -- + t'n + 11 t1C 
:\ .\ 
3 
- 8n - >..6c. 
.\ 
(3.14) 
(3.F>) 
(3.16 ) 
(3 .17) 
Equations 3.16 and 3.17 de cribe changes in small fluctua t ions of the neutron popu-
lation a nd delayed neutron p recursor population wit h re pec t to time. 
T he t wo coupled different ial Equations 3. 16 and 3.17 may be solved using t he 
Laplace t ransfo rm . R ecall t he Laplace t ransfo rm F(s) of some function f(t) is defined 
as 
F (s) =lo f (t) e- st dt 
where 
.s )u.J 
) v - 1 
u.) J requency in radians per second. 
T he Laplace t ra nsfor ms of Equat ions 3.16 and 3. 17 are 
s8.V(s) - bn (O) 
sfJC(s) - 8c( O) 
no Po - 3 
-8R(s) - 6.Y(s ) .... bC'(s)>. 
i\ A 
.J 
- fJ :V(s) - 8C'(s) >. 
.\ 
( 3 .1 ) 
(3.19 ) 
(3 .20 ) 
(3 .21) 
( 3.22 ) 
(3 .23 ) 
1 
where 
r'XJ st 8R(s) =lo 8p(t)e - dt . ( 3.24) 
The average value of the fluctuations of t he neutron population and the delayed 
neutron precursor population is zero. Both 8n( O) and 8c( O) are t herefore t aken to be 
zero . Solving for 8.V(s ) yields 
n0 8R{s) c.Y {s) = -----\~3~ . . \ s - .3 - Po - s-r / 
( 3.2.j) 
Equation 3.25 describes fluctuation s in the neutron population caused by fl uct uat ions 
of reactivity. 
_..\ transfer function is the ratio of the Laplace tran fo rm of an outpu t ignal 
to the Laplace transform of an input. The reacti vity tran fer function assume the 
reactivity, 6R(s), to be the input and the neutron fluctuations. 6N (s) , to be t he 
output . Therefore. the reactivity transfer function is given by 
1 .Y(s) no 
H8p-po(s) = 8R(s) = )d 
.\s - J - Po - -::----T 
S -A 
which can be re-arranged as 
H8 (s)= no{s -J\) . 
p+po .\ s(s - J~(o + ,\ - P~() 
\Vhen a reactor is critical. p0 = 0 and .\ = e. so the t ran sf er function becomes 
H8p(s)= no(s~ ,\) 
es(s+y- /\) 
(3.26 ) 
(3 .27) 
( 3.2 ) 
1 3 Since A ~ s for frequencies of interest and )\ '< 7 . the transfer function can be 
1 .X = 0.0767s - l for thermal fission of l'-23.5)]. 
a pproximated as 
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no 1 
H8p(s) ::::: e --3. 
s - y 
( 3 .29 ) 
Ignoring the delayed neut ron precursor decay cons t ant is sometimes referred to as 
neglecting delayed neutron effects . 
The magnitude of a Laplace transformed equation is given by 
H (.s ) 2 = H (s) H"' ( ) (3 .30 ) 
where H*(s ) is the complex conjugat e of H (s) . The square root of t he magnitude 
is the amplitude . T he magnitude contains no imaginary component, so it may be 
written in the frequenc y d omain as H (u: ) 2 . The magnitude of the reacti vi ty t ransfer 
function is the refore 
2 no 2 1 
Hfip( w )I = (T) ·) 3 ·)· w~ + ( 7 )-
( 3 .31) 
H5p(w )j2 is commonly called the ze ro-power reactivity transfe r function. Zero-power 
m eans there are no reacti,·ity feedbac k terms in the deri vation. React i ,·it y feed back 
would appear as an addit ional input into the sys tem of equations . a nd wo uld be 
caused by reactivity variat ions induced by a large change in the neutron population. 
T he only sou rce of noise in the system is the input react ivity fluctuations . 
By considering small changes in the source term instead of t he reacti,·ity term, 
the zero-power so ur ce transfer function may be found. It differs fro m Equa ti on 3.29 
by a factor of n{o ' and its magnitude may be written as 
2 1 
Hfiq( w )I = . J . 
w2 _._ ( 7 )2 
( 3 .32 ) 
Equation 3.32 desc ribes the magnitude of the frequenc y res ponse of t he reacto r to a 
disturbance in source st rength. It is used only for modeling a subcriti cal assembly. 
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srnce the presence of a source 111 a critical assembly causes an rncrease in neutron 
population. 
The l .TR- tO is a cou pled co re reactor. meaning there are two co re tanks which 
are subcritical alone but are capable of su percriticality together . It may seem logical 
that two point reactor models a re neces ary to describe the rTR-10. C'han [6 ~ showed 
that the coupled core configuration will not affect the reactor transfer function . The 
core may be modeled by a single set of point kinetic equations, even though it is 
made of two physically separated core tanks. 
Neutron Noise Analysi 
::"foise analysis is based on the conversion of ignals in the time domai n to results 
in the freque nc y domain. In the reactor system, the sign als of interest are the input 
source or reacti vity fluctuat ions and t he meas ured det ecto r output. Cohn [12] showed 
minor variati ons of reactivity and variations of source st rength are independent of 
frequency and therefore may be considered frequency independent or white noise. 
When the reactivity input is white noise . then the frequency dependence of ou tput 
signal is a function of the reactor transfer function, and the detection system and 
inst rumentat ion transfer functions only. 
T he common method used to convert a time domain signal to the frequency 
domain is to use a Fourier transform to con vert the ignal to a Fourier e ries approx-
imation. A complete discus ion may be found in C hurchill and Brown[l 3] o r Conte 
and de Boor [14 . If a function is con ve rted to t he frequency domai n using a Fourier 
t ransform. the series of squares of the magnitudes of t he Fourier coeffic ients is the 
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AP 'D. 
The di cus io n of power spect ra which follow will use the notation of Chrig ' 1.s:. 
The autocorrelation function o:r.r(r) descr ibes how a function at time L is re-
lated to it self at time t + r . T he APSD <I>x ,r(w) is lhe Fourier transfo rm of t he 
autocorrelation function O:r,r(r). This is shown as 
.r ( t ) 
o.r.r( r ) 
Lun e domain ignal 
lim 
T-
i Jr - .t(t).r(t - r)dt 
2T - T 
J
-x.. . 
00 
9,rx( r )e- )u.JT dr. 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
( 3.3.5) 
The measured APSD of a ystem i a function of the input to the Y"tem and 
the sy tem t ran fer function. Consider a linear sy tem with time domain input x( t ). 
impulse res ponse functio n h(t) and t.ime domain output y(L). It s input, tran fer 
funct ion. and output may be wri tten in the frequency domain as <l> .t«r(..,;), H (w), and 
<f?yy(w) . respecti,·ely. They are related to each other uch that 
·) 
<l>yy (...; ) = H ( . .1.: ) -<I>xx(...; ). (3.36) 
The relationship is hown symbolically in Figure 3.1 in both the t ime and frequency 
domains . 
If the input signal .r(t ) is white noise . then lhe input power spectral density 
<P.r.r (w) is independent of frequency and therefore may be written as a con tant !\ . 
T he output power spectral density is then 
2 <I>yy (w) = I\ H (u:) I . (3.37) 
For a simple input-output . y - tem with white noise input. the AP D is a constant 
times the magnitude of the sy tern transfer function. 
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Transfer 
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Sign al Sign al ~~-( t ) " • l t· ~ ( t ) .. 
cl>xx(w) 
If(w) 
~yy(w) 
Fiaure 3.1 : Linear ignal Transformation 
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The <P (w) a re two-s ided spectral densiti es , meaning they are valid for both pos-
itive and negati ve frequencies . egative frequencies are physically meaningless so 
one-sided spectral densit ies G.r.du.1) are used in tead. The one- ided power pectral 
de nsities are rel ated to two-sided spectral de nsities by : 
Gx.r( .... · ) 
G.r.r( O) 
G.rx(w) 
2<P .r.r(w) (0 < u.1 _ 
<P x.r( O) 
0 (-oo :S w < 0). 
( 3 .3 ) 
(3 .39) 
(3 .40) 
They may be deri ved by int egrating the autocorrelation function from 0 to X> instead 
of - oo to ".XJ. 
Reactor N oi e Model 
A reactor detect ion system is not a single noise input sys tem. There a re many 
po si ble sour ces of noise . such as . the rnriations of coolant temperature. the a utomatic 
power controller variation. a nd the detect ion system itself. Only the noise produced 
by reactivity flu ctuations and the steady stat e noi se produced by t he statist ical nature 
of the neutron detec tor were cons idered in the following development. 
Consider a single detector monitoring a reactor, symbolically modeled by Figure 
3.2. Both the noi se produced by the steady state population and by the fluctuations 
are shown. The inpu t signal is denoted by 8p( t ) with a one-sided APSD of Gpp(w) 
and the out.put ignal from channel A. is i(t) with APSD of Gii(w ). Physically, the 
input is a sm all change in reactivity and the output is the measured detector signal 
for i( t) or the measured power spectrum Gii(w) . The conversion transfer function 
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Hcon( w) is described below. Gss(.....i) rep resent the noise produced by t he neut ron 
detector responding to t he steady state neut ron population no, and H inst(w) is the 
transfer function of the instrumentation used to measure the detector signal. 
The random input disturbance Gpp(w) m ay also be considered inde pendent of 
frequency. Cohn [12] showed the small react ivity variation in a reac tor is independent 
of freque ncy and is gi ve n by 
2{ 
-:) -
//'"' - // 
Gpp = -( v ). 
no 
(3 .41 ) 
where i/ is the mean number of neutrons released per fission. This may be simplified 
usin CY Diven·s parameter Dv) ]. which is defined as 
( 3 .42) 
to write 
( 3.43) 
T he neutron population cannot be d irect ly meas ured. In stead . a neutron detecto r 
current proportional to the neu t ron population is obserYed . T he average current 
produced by a neutron pop ulation of n 0 with prompt neutron lifetime { is 
-: tQ 
i = n0 - e ( 3 .44) 
where Q is the charge t ransferred per neutro n absorbed a nd f. is detector effic iency. 
Effici ency in t h is context is t he fraction of neutrons collec t. eel by t he detector rela-
t iYe to t he total number of neutrons absorbed in (and escaping from ) the reactor 
in any manner[l2]. The com·e rsion from a ne utron population n to a curre nt i can 
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be thought of as a frequency independent t ransfer function H con . T he conversion 
transfer function is 
H eon 
EQ 
e . ( 3.45 ) 
The conversion of the steady state neutron population will produce a noise com-
ponent. According to Cohn, steady st ate current produced by t he neutron detector 
will produce a noise spectrum G88 (w) given by 
Gss(w) = 2Qi . (3.46 ) 
The steady st ate noise spectrum of the measured current is considered independent 
of the fluctuation produced ( bn) noise and is frequency indep endent. From now on. 
the independent rnriable..,.; will not be written in the Gss term. 
The detection inst rumentation is another possible source of frequency dependent 
noise or frequency dependent transfer functions. The instrumentation transfer fu nc-
tion Hinst(w) represents t-he effects of current amplifiers, filters, etc ., on the signal 
coming from the detector. It is usually not possible to get a sim ple fo rmula which 
explicitly describ es the instrumentation t ransfer function. 
The output APSD measured from the neutron detector signal is 
( 3.47) 
The measured APSD can be corrected for the influence of the detection system 
I 
by writing the corrected APSD Gii(w ) as 
I G ·· (w) 
Gii(w) = !H · ii ( )12. 
inst w 
(3.48) 
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Applying this to Equation 3.47 pro~uces 
( 3.-19 ) 
The reactivity input, detector noi se inpu t, and reactivity tran sfer function equations 
may be ubstituted into Equation 3.49 giving 
( 3 .. 50 ) 
which may be simplified to 
I _ Vl2 1 
G· ·( u.:) = 2Qi- Dv- . 
ll ne2 3 2 
0 ..,; - (7) 
( 3 .. 51 ) 
The corrected APSD given by Equation 3 .. 50 \·aries directly with neutron populat ion 
n0 . In addition , the second term varies with the square of detector efficiency while 
the firs t term is directly proportional to efficiency. [f a low effic iency detector is 
used . t he second term. and therefore the ~, would be obscured by the steady state 
noise . Equation 3 .. 51 may be writ ten using constant s A and B in place of frequency 
independent te rms as 
I A 
Gii (w) = . 3 . + B. 
u.:2 - (7)2 
(3 .. 52) 
To find the ~ ratio. Equation 3 . .52 is fit to measured APSD data. T he constants ...t 
and B do not provide infor mat ion on J, and calculation of [ based only on .4. and B 
would r equire difficult-to-obtain exac t values for detector efficiency, charge t ransferred 
per neutron absorbed and neutron population. The delayed neutron fraction cannot 
be separated from the prompt neutron lifetime without creating an infinite set of 
solutions for Equation 3 . .52. 
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The delayed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ratio is also called t he 
break frequency. This is because the spectrum produced by Equat ion 3 .. 52 ·breaks 
off' beyond the ~ frequency in a manner similar to a simple low pass (RC' ) fi lter. 
On a plot of Equation 3.52 , the break frequency is defined as the frequen cy where 
the slope of the lines asymptotic to the plot changes from 0 decibels (dB ) per decade 
to -20 dB per decade[l6: . One decibel is twenty times the common logari thm of the 
ratio of two numbers; decibels are always relative units. 
Coherence Function 
Determination of the corrected APSD requires knowledge of the detection system 
t ransfer function. This information is not easy to ob tain. As will be shown. the 
detection sys tem transfer function does not appear in the coherence fu nction of two 
similar detectors. 
The coherence fun ct ion / 2 ( w) describes how two signals are related to each other. 
It is the ratio of t he square of the cross-power spectral density (C'P SD) to the APSD 
of each measured signal. For two arbitrary signals. x(t) and y(t ), the CPSD is given 
by 
(3 .53 ) 
where the cross-correlation function <i>xy ( r ) is defined as 
1 IT <f>xy (r ) = lim - T .r(t)y(t - r )dt. 
T-oo 2 - T 
( 3 .54 ) 
The cross-correlation function describes how two functions are related to each other 
when one function is lagging the other by T. The APSD <l> xx(w) is given by Equat ion 
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3.3.5. The coherence function2 is defined by 
2 
/'2(w) = l<P xy(w)J 
I <I> xx ( u) l 11 <I> yy ( w l I 
(3 .5.S) 
The CPSD and the coherence function are derived in a similar manner for single-sided 
Gxy(w) terms, but are valid only for non-negative frequencies . 
Consider the two-detector system shown in Figure 3.3. The reacti vity perturba-
tion input into the system op(t ) or Gpp is transformed by the reactor transfer function 
H5p(w) to a neutron population fluctuation signal 8n(t) or Gnn(w), which is detected 
by two separate detection systems .4 and B. The channel A. signal is transfo rmed by 
the conversion transfer function Hcona during conversion from a neut ron variation 
to a detector current variation. The steady state detector noise G ssa adds white 
noise to the current . The current is then modified by the instrumentation trans-
fer function Hi nsta(w). The measured detector current is ia(t) wit h an APSD of 
Giia (w ). Channel B is similar to channel A and has conversion transfer functions 
Hcon6, instrumentation transfer function Hinstb(w). steady state noise G556 , and 
output Giib(w). 
The APSD of the measured currents from the detectors are 
(3 .56) 
( 3 .. 57) 
The C'PSD of the two detection channels A and B may be deri ved from Equation 
3 .. 53 to be 
Gab( w) = H£nsta ( w )H;ona H'tp(w )Hinstb (w )Hconb H5p(w )G PP• ( 3.58) 
2 2 Some authors call the square root of/ the coherence function. 
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which can be wri tten as 
( 3 .. 59 ) 
The C' P SD of two neutron detectors contains no steady state noise terms. 
If the detectors and detection sys tems have conversion transfer function and 
instrumentation t ransfer function, the CPSD simplifies to 
( 3.60 ) 
Combining the one-si ded version of Equation 3 .. ).5 with Equations 3 .. 56, 3.57, and 
3.59 yields 
( 3.61 ) 
which may be re-arranged into 
( 3.62 ) 
The instrumentation transfer functions do not appear in the coherence function of 
two detectors. 
If the detector efficiencies and charge produced per neutron are assumed the 
same for both channel A and channel B. the coherence function becomes 
( 3.63 ) 
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'ubstit u ti ng the express10ns for t~e reactivi ty input, reacti,·ity transfe r function . 
com·er ion t ransfer function , and steady sta t e noi se equations allow E quation 3.63 
to be wri tt en as 
( 3.64 ) 
Let 
(3 .6.) ) 
a nd Equation 3 .64 may be writ ten 
2 ( F )
2 
~. (...;) = 
..,;2 - ( f )2 - F ( 3 .66) 
Values of F and f can be e timated by fi tt ing Equation :3.66 to measured coherence 
functio n data. 
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CHAPTER 4. NOISE MEAS UREMEN TS 
Overview o f Measurements 
The measurements made for thi s study may be divided into two categories: 
the one-detector APSD measurements and two-detector coherence function measure-
ments. The one-detector mea urement s may be further subdiYided into ca tegories by 
both location and ty pe of detector. The current produced in the detector provided 
the signals during all measurement s. 
Neutron detector s were used to measure the neutron flux. and therefore . neut ron 
noise . The detectors measured the flux by collecting ions created by the interaction of 
a neutron with a fill gas. or the detector wall. rather than directly counting neutrons. 
The ions created were accelerated by an electric field to the center wire and t he walls 
of the detector where they were collected. The charge difference between t he walls 
and the center wire created a current which was measured. Both an uncompensated 
ion chamber (CIC) and a fi ssion chamber ( FC' ) \\'ere used during collection of ...\PSD 
data, and two boron-trifluoride (BF3 ) detectors were used to measure the coherence 
function. 
The location of the detector for power spect ra measurements was cho en based 
on two criteria: experimental facilities on the UTR-10 large enough for the detectors , 
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and proximity to the core. The internal reflector. the thermal column. and the hield 
tank a re all large enough for the uncompensated ion chamber. The hield tank is 
neutronically connected to the core by a duct of graphite 30-in. sq uare by -11-in. 
long. A neutron which travels along the graphite duct suffers many collisions causing 
it to lose any information about the fission process . The internal reflector. which has 
the highest neutron flux. should ha\·e neutrons directly affected by the fi ion proce s. 
The internal reflector was therefore used during measurements of r and the sh ield 
tank was used to test the frequen cy response of the equipment to uncorrelated (white) 
neutron noi se . T he thermal column wa not used. 
The uncompensated ion chamber u ed in this t udy was held in a water-proof 
aluminum ca e uspended under water by the hield tank detector positioner at 100 
east / west, 377 up / down. and in contact with the south wall. 
The BF3 detectors were inside the 24-in. graphite stringer. which wa placed on 
top of the 20-in. araphite stringe r. These locations are all hown on Figure -l.l. and 
will be referred to by number throughout the re t of thi - st udy as follow 
l. On top of a 20-in. graphite st ringer in the int ernal reflector . 
2. On top of two stacked 20 and 24-in. graphite tr ingers in the .internal reflector, 
3 . I n the shield tank . 
4. In ide the 24-in. stringer o n the 20-in. stringer. 
The tep in converting a signal from a neutron detector into an e timated t 
are hown in Figure -l:.2. and de cribed below. The input into the reactor wa the 
inherent minor \·ariation in reactivity which perturbed the flux. The perturbation was 
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evident in the measured detec tor current. The current from the detector was sensed 
by the Keithley 427 current amplifier, which produced a voltage signal proportional 
the input current. The user selected the gain. The. steady state DC' voltage was 
suppressed using a feature of the cu rrent amplifier, so the voltage signal represented 
the current fluctuation s times the amplification setting. The DC' rnltage output 
from the current amplifier was monitored on a digital multimeter to assure proper 
suppression, while the AC' voltage outp ut was monitored on an oscilloscope to Yerify 
proper amplification. The voltage signal was passed through a pair of Krohn-Hite 3321 
filters which attenuated frequencies abo\·e and below the range of interest . The filtered 
signal then entered the Hewlett-Packard 35 2A low-frequency spectrum analyzer. The 
spect rum analyzer measured the power spectral density from a single detector. or both 
the power spectral densities and the coherence function from two detectors. The 
frequency spectra were read from the pectrum analyzer through its HP-rn interface 
into a microcomputer (IB.\I XT) equipped with an HP-IB to ~-IS-DOS interface {HP-
2990A) . Once stored on the computer, the data were scaled to correct for power 
drifts and normali zed to ease comparisons. Finally, the data were analyzed by a 
non-linear least squares routine and the j ratio was determined. 
For all experiments, the detectors were operated in current mode. The current 
contained both a steady state component and a ·noise' component. The steady state 
current was suppressed using the current amplifier and the remaining signal was con-
verted to a voltacre signal and amplified above 1 rnlt peak to peak (amplification 
ranged from 107 to 109 volts per ampere, depending on the measured detector cur-
rent) . The correct suppression current was set by monitoring the DC voltage signal 
Measure Neutron Flux 
wl th Dotoctor 
Analyze lo r Delayed 
Neutron Fract ion to 
Prompt Neutron 
Li feti me Ratio 
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with a digital multimeter and adj usting the uppress1on curre nt to prod uce 0 volts 
DC' . The remaining neutron noise component was monitored on a n osc illoscope to as-
ce rtain it s magnit ude a nd to make sure it was correct ly amplified and not overload ing 
the equipment. Overloads could occur at t he in put to the cur rent am plifier and at 
t he inpu t to t he spectrum analyzer . They were caused by t he reactor power dr ifting 
and by very la rge signal fluctuations. 
T he ·noise' \·oltage ignal from t he cur rent amplifier was passed though a low-pass 
filter an d then a high- pass filter. The filte rs reduced the low- frequency noise including 
any remaining D C' component and reduced t he noi se with frequencies above the range 
of interest. T he fi lters \\·ere e t at t he ·cut-off' frequencies 0.1 Hz and 40 .0 Hz. If 
the high-pass filter did not re move the low-frequency noi se, t here would be a large 
low-frequency component obserYed in the resulting spect rum. If t he low- pas filters 
were se t a bove the 60 Hz elect ri cal network. then the 60 Hz noise component limited 
the sensitivity level on t he input into t he spectrum analyzer . 
In this frequency range t he effects of delayed neut rons could be igno red (as was 
done during the d erirntion of Equation 3.29 ) and the effects of t he 60 Hz elect rical 
network were not significant. The frequency range used during d ata analysis was 0. 
Hz to 30.0 Hz ( 5.0s - 1 < ...v < 190s - 1 ). The range was s maller t han the filter set tings 
to reduce the effect of t he fi lt eri ng process on t he data fit ti ng process. 
The filt ered signal was fed into the spectrum analyzer. The analyzer develo ped 
the AP SD and / or the coherence funct ion using an internal RMS averag ing rou t ine 
on 64 (user-chosen ) time records of 'noise· ( the R:\IS averaging will be explained in 
the next ection ). The R:VI S averaued spectrum wa then sto red on a n :VIS-DO disk 
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1n the IB.\I -XT. At this time the reactor power was returned to the tarting level , 
if necessary. by manipulation of t he regulating rod or shim-safety rod. The reactor 
power would change with the slowly varying inlet temperature. The change was 
about 23 . but after amplificat ion the voltage signal was large enough to ove rload the 
current amplifier. Once t he power le,·el was re-establi shed. the next RMS collection 
was tarted. Except where noted. this \\"aS done 10 times per experiment. 
D etails of Equipment 
D etectors 
Some of the one-detector APSD measurements were made usmg a \\"esting-
house uncompensated ionization chamber (UI C') type 6937A . The argon-nit rogen 
filled chamber had a sensitive length of approximately 7-in. lined wit h boron en-
riched in neutron sensitive lOB. The overall size of the cy lindrical ion chamber was 
13. 7.5-in. long by 3-in. in diameter. The chamber has a thermal neutron ensitivity 
of 4.4 x 10 - 14 amperes per neutron per square centimeter per second [l 7]. The hig h-
voltage power supply which provided t he necessary voltage bias to the chamber was 
set to - .500 VD('. 
Ion chambers produce a current direc tly proportional to neutron flux. The cham-
bers are not very sensitive to the applied voltage; the bias is such that the detector 
is operated in the ion saturation region. In the ion saturation region . all the ions 
produced are being collected, so an increase in voltage will not increase the ionization 
current . 
The large size and poisoning effect of the West inghouse 6937 A ion chamber made 
..J:O 
it unsuitable for coherence function measure ment s because hvo detectors were needed 
side by side, but it was well suited for one-detector APSD measurements. The APSD 
using the UIC' was recorded while t he detector was in Locations 1, 2, and 3. When 
the UIC' was in the internal reflector or above the CVS, it was held in place by a 
Plexiglas detector mount which electrically isolated t he detector from the internal 
reflector. When it was in the shield tank. it was mounted in a leak-proof aluminum 
canister, isolated from the water. 
The West inghouse fi ssion chamber (model 6316A ) was also used in this st udy. 
Its . thermal-neutron sensitiYity was l...J: '< 10 - 13 amperes per neutron pe r square 
centimeter per second. The neutron sensitive material on the detector wall was l"30 
enriched in 23.Su to greater than 933 . The chamber was 11..5-in. long by 2-in . in 
diameter, and the sensitive length was 6-i n. T he walls of the fis sion chambers are 
lined with enriched uranium, and the ions are produced by the highly-cha rged fi ssion 
product s from neutron-induced fission reactions at the walls. There is a constant 
background of alpha particles from decay of 234 l 1 • a small const ituent in fi sion 
chambers. The alpha-induced p ulses were overwhelmed by the charges created by 
fis ion fragments during chamber operation in a neutron flux. 
The measurements made with the fission chamber were made with the chamber 
mounted in an aluminum canister shown in Figure 4.3. The chamber was electrically 
insulated from the canister, so the canister acted as a E.\II shield, reducing signal 
contamination. The canister was positioned in the reactor and electrically insulated 
from the core by a Plexiglas as sembly. 
The fi ssion chamber was equipped with a female HN ty pe connector. To maintain 
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the E:\ l hield a long the sig nal cable. i t was nece sary that leads of the H:\ connector 
be protected by an interference hield a t the same potential as the cani t e r. Thi 
was accomplished by adapting the HN to a twin-axial: three-lead cable. The out ide 
sh ield of the twin-axial cable was conn ected t o the canis t e r , an d t he two inside lead 
we re connected to t he two leads of t he H:-J con nector. The device used is hown in 
Figure 4.-L 
The setup allowed the chamber to be operated in curren t mode, producing an 
electric current propor tional to neutron Aux. Bias rnltage for the fission chamber wa 
pro,·ided by two 90-rnlt batte ries connected in series. This made an i olated system 
which o pe rated in cu rrent mode. with t he cur rent being sent to the cur rent amplifie r. 
The aluminum canister and outside shield of the twin-axial cable pro,·ided a hield 
again t external noi se sources. 
Like the ion chamber , a pair o f fission chambers was too larue for coherence 
function measu rement . bl!t one was use ful for AP D measurement . 
The boron-trifl uo ride counte r i a type of neutron detector filled with B F 3 gas 
enriched in lO B. The BF3 counte rs used in this st udy were manufactured by~ . Wood 
Counter Laboratory ( model G-10-.5 ). The sen itiYe dimensions were approximately 6-
in. long by 1-in. in diameter. with an overall length of abo u t . .) inches. The t hermal 
ne u tron e nsiti vity of the detecto r operat ed in current mode was not provided by the 
manufacture r , bu t, based o n mea ured current s. it was on the order of 1 x 10-1.5 
amperes per neutron pe r squa re cent imet e r per second. 
The small size o f the BF:3 detectors made it po s ible to put two de tectors do e 
toget he r in the core and mea ure t he coherence funct ion of their siunal without 
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F iss ion Cho.rribe1 Conf igur-ed 
for Current Mode Dpero.t ion 
EM Shield 
Fission Cho.l"'lber 
Note1 Detector Is lnsulo.tecl f'ron EM Shield. 
HN- t o-Twin-Axio.l 
:?; 
In conto.ct 
with 
EM Shiel d 
Figure '1 .3: Canister fo r Fission Chamber 
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HN-to-Twin-Ax io. l 
Ado.pt er 
Plexiglas 1nser1; 
AluMlnuM Cap 
Cop is in contact with 
EM shield. 
EM shield Is outside braid of 
Twin- Axial cable . 
Center wire of Twin-Ax ial 
coble is in coni:oct with 
detector center wire . 
AluMlnuM Sleeve 
Sleeve is in contact with 
detector case. 
Middle wire of Twin-Axial 
coble is In contact with sleeve. 
Figure 4.4: H 1 to Twin-Axial Connector 
ex treme disturbance of the neutron flux profile and the ~ ratio. 
T he BF3 detectors were mounted in aluminum canisters . which were then placed 
inside the modified 2..J:-in. graphite st ringer. The modified 24-in. s tringer had two 
1.25 inch diameter by J0 .. 5-in. holes drilled into the t.op. The graphite st ringer held 
the detectors together for coherence function measurements and arnided significant 
reactivity reduct ions so the estimated delayed neutron fraction and prompt neutron 
lifetime were closer to the clean core condition. The BF3 detector we re also equipped 
with H ·connectors , and they were convert ed from pulse to cur rent mode in the same 
manner as the fission chamber. The only significant difference in the operation of the 
BF3 detectors as compared to the fission chamber was that the detecto r cani sters 
were in electrical contact with the graphite of the reactor core. Thi did cau e ome 
problems, as will be exp lained in the result s section. 
The Low Fre que ncy Spectrum Analyzer 
The Hewlet t -Packard 3.5 2A low freque ncy spectrum analyzer has many feature 
and fu nction s. It s main function is to convert time domain voltage \·ariat ions in 
t he input signal into APSD and coherence function s pectra ( frequency domain infor-
mation) by performing a Discrete Fa t Fourier Tran form and ofher mathematical 
operations on the input signal. Capabilities include direct meas urement of power 
spectral d ensity. measurement of the transfer function, and meas urement of t he co-
herence function. It may have one or two input signal . Output is available by di rectly 
reading the screen or by accessing the HP 3.S 2A remotely through a HP-IB interface. 
For complete details on the operation of the analyzer, consult the operating manual 
) ]. 
T he spect rum analyzer is operated by selecting a freque ncy range of interest 
called span, a passband shape. signal input (one or two channels and channel ensi-
tivity), and signal output (cohere nce funct ion, transfer function, signal ampli t ude) . 
The spectrum analyze r then digitally analyzes t he input signals using a fast Fourie r 
transfor m and stores the result s in 12 or 2.56 freque ncy bins. for one or two input 
signals respecti vely, for both display and int ernal calcu latio ns . Each frequency bin 
re presents fr equen cies in a narrow bandwidth; if the analyze r is set fo r a 0 Hz to 100 
Hz.span with a single input channel then the frequency bin width is 0.4 Hz . The 
frequenc y bin width is ahrnys a number such as 0.4 because t he 0 to 100 Hz s pan 
actually cove rs 0 to 102.4 Hz. The analyzer has a number of a\·eraging routines and 
several met hods of <lat a di s play. 
The time req uired for data collection decreases wi th increasing span . The time 
needed to process a single t ime record is 2 . .S seconds if the span is set for 0 Hz to 100 
Hz. while the p roces t ime decreases to 0.01 second for the 0 Hz to 2.S kH z span . 
During all t he data collections, t he RMS averaging rou tine was used. The R:\I S 
routine averages two or more spectra , smoo thing t he noise variations . This routine 
effectively measures t he APSD when used with a single input , and it is required 
fo r coherence function measurement . The Rf\IS average mode combines each new 
spectrum wit h the partial res ult in each frequen cy bin f such that. for m spectra 
collec ted , the amplitude A (f) is give n by 
( 
1 m ) ~ 
.-l(fl = - I: (.-iiul) 2 
m . 1 
l= 
( 4. 1) 
The result of thi s process is a smoo t hing of t he noi se variations. 
The spectrum analyze r can meas ure t he coherence fun ction of two signals using 
2 2 Gxy(w) 
1 (w) = --~--­
G;r,r(u:) I Gyy(w) 
( 4.2) 
Details such as the confide nce limit s as a functi on of the number of RMS averages 
and experimental examples of coherence function u ed on the HP 35 2 A analyzer may 
be found in reference [19]. 
The amplitude and coherence functio n at each frequency of an AP SD measure-
ment can be read directly (by the experimenter) using a movable marker on t he HP 
3.5 2 A. The a nalyze r interactively di splays the frequency in hertz and the am plitude 
in volt s per square-root hertz a t t he point selected by the marker. The amplitude . 
and not the power, of the AP SD spectra is displayed by t he HP 3.5 2A analyzer in 
order to increase the range di splayable at once. T he amplitude squared is t he power. 
The sp ectrum analyzer can di sp lay two traces, or spec tra. at the ame time. 
Reading and recording the mar ker information by hand was time consumi ng and 
subject to error. Therefore , several programs were de veloped in C language which 
read and controlled t he analyze r remotely. (' was chosen over BASIC and PAS CAL 
because it can direc t ly access the spec trum analyzer memory and has superior han-
dling routines for st rings and octal numbers. 
The marker position can be set remotely and the frequency. am plitude or co-
herence fun ct ion pairs could be read through the HP-IB interface using the program 
Lmk. C. When Lmk. C is used to read the display. the program does the following: 1) 
prompts the use r to set the spec trum analyzer marker on the desired trace a nd to ad-
just several controls on the spectrum analyzer to co rrectly read the marker position, 
2) reads the information from the display in frequency, ampli tude or coherence pairs . 
and 3) stores the information in a ~ser-selectable file . 
Data read u ing lmk.C can be corrupted by the experimenter if the controls of 
the spectrum analyzer are improperly adj usted. The user can accidentally select the 
wrong trace to be read, choose t he wrong scale, set the wrong amplitude, or fai l to 
tu rn the marker on. ro t all of t hese e rrors can be detected by lmk. C. so proper data 
transfer was \·eri fied manually after each collection and storage. 
All of the potential user-errors during data t ransference can be eli minated in the 
case of the single channel APSD measurements by direct ly reading the random access 
memory (RA.\I ) in t he spectrum analyze r. In addition. the data t ran fer \\'as much 
faster when t he RA.\I was read than when the display was read. There was a price 
to pay for freedom from user-mistakes and the faster speed: the data sto red in RAl\I 
are uncorrected by fi lt eri ng routines internal the t he HP 3.582 A analyzer. and are not 
scaled to unit s of volts squared per hertz. 
The RMS-averaged data from a single channel a re directly read from the RA.\l 
of the spect rum analyzer using the program readrms. C. The program has five main 
steps: 1 ) it reads in the raw bytes from t he analyzer and converts them to floating 
point format, 2) it prompts the user for the number of averages and the span , 3) it 
uses the user input to select a co rrection file (already stored on di sk). 4 ) it corrects 
the d ata read from the anal yzer and convert s them into APSD format, and .5) it stores 
the result s in a use r- chosen fil e. The correct ions are necessary because reading the 
memory of the HP 35 2A bypasses internal filters; the response of the inte rnal filters 
is calculated by a separate C' program called maknorm. C. T he internal corrections are 
performed automatically before data are di splayed on the analyzer, but to increase 
computational speed the RAl\I-stored spectra are not internally corrected ~20 1 . 
The corrections necessary are found using maknorm. C in combination with an 
experimental etup detailed in reference :20]. 
The data read using readrms. C can be corrupted by the user only if the user enters 
the \vrong pan or the wrong number of averages when prompted by the program . 
A na lysis of D ata 
For a typical single chamber experiment , 10 spectra, consisting of 64 RNIS av-
erages each. were collected. The low-pas filte r was et at -l:O Hz. and t he high-pass 
fil t er at 0.1 Hz. The flattop pas band shape was chosen based on recommendation 
in the HP 3.5 2 A manual. 
Collect ing ten sets of 64: RMS-ave raged spectra had two advantages over a single 
64:0 aver age collection . If an ove rload or o ther anomaly occurred d uring t he collection 
which rendered the spectrum invalid, only a single spectrum of up to 64 time records 
was lost . Since the spectrum analyzer does not provide a stati stical variance for each 
frequency, t he ten-set spectra were used to calculate the variance for each frequency 
bin. 
The reactor power could not be held exactly constant during data collection. The 
power vari ations , due pri marily to changes in inlet temperature, changed the magni-
t ude of the spec tral densities. The measured power spectrum. as gi ven by Equation 
3 .. 51, varies directly with the steady state neutron population n0 . To compensate for 
the reactor power drift s , t he APSD of each individual frequency bin in each spectrum 
was nor malized o t hat the sum of all the power s pect ral den ities measured across 
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the ent ire pan were equal to the sum in e ,·ery other run made under the same condi-
tions; typicall y, the data were normalized to the fir st se t of 64 R\I S-averaged spectra 
take n that day. The necessar y calculat ion were done using a com puter s preadsheet 
(Symphon y[21]), but any other method is acceptab le. ~ote that the high- pass fi lter 
reduces the dis t ortion present in the 0 Hz to 0.1 Hz frequency bin by reducing t he 
DC sign al , but it does not correct fo r any o the r power-drift effects. 
\" ext. each frequency b in in the normalized pectrum was a\·eraged ,..,·ith t he 
co rre pondinu bins in other set s collected during the ame reactor run. and t he sample 
tandard deYiation of the AP ' D at each frequency bin \\·as e timatecl. The a\·erage 
and standard deY iat ions were t hen scaled uch that no average exceeded un ity . . ·eating 
to uni ty made plot ting the data impler and made the use of any fittin~ rou tine ea ie r. 
a nd in no way affected the break frequency. Again, a ll necessary calculations and 
data manipulation were done us ing a spreadsheet. The ou t pu t of t he spread heet 
con isted of frequency. power. and standard de,·iation data triplets ready for input 
into any fitting routine. 
The delayed ne u tron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime r atio was found by 
fitting the . PSD a nd cohe rence funct ion equat io ns to the normalized and ca.led 
measu red ·pectra.. If t he AP D of a s inule detector was measured, then Equation 
3 .. 52 was used i n the fitting routine. If the co herence fu nc tion between two detectors 
wa measured, then the parameters of Equation 3.66 were obtained. 
Equation fitt ing was accomplished u ing a program called MI1\SQ[22 [23 . whi ch 
wa based on a method de,·eloped by Powell t hat did not require derirnti,·e of the 
functio n to be fit. The equatio ns were also fit u ing CTRFIT [24]. a p rogram based 
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on the algorithm of l\Iarquardt. A comparison of both programs gave si milar results 
and similar error estimates).5] when used to fit Equation 3 .. 52 to the same measured 
spectrum. :VIINSQ was chosen as the program to use for the rest of t he study because 
it produced the variance of the fit parameters and because the driver programs ( the 
subprograms which contain the equation to be fit) were easily modified. 
::\IL SQ reads data triplets of frequency, power (or coherence function). and 
sample standard deviation of power (or coherence function), and fits t he parameters 
of Equation 3 .. 52 (or Equation 3.66) to the data. thereby predicting the ¥ ratio and 
its .uncertainty. The program is easy to use and quickly converges on a solution. 
The output of ::\U:.J"SQ. in combination with the drive r programs. includs the input 
data. the parameters and the uncertainties of the fitted function. a nd the values 
produced by the fitt ed function. The driver routine for fitting the APSD data 1s 
called FITl.FOR, and t he driver routine for fitting the coherence function data 1s 
called F ITCOH.FOR. Both driver routines and sample input file used by each are 
presented t he appendices. 
Although the constants :-1 , B, and Fin Equations 3 .. 52 and 3.66 were fo und, they 
are not useful for prediction of any reactor parameters. The constants have unknown 
terms, in particular the effici ency in units of neutrons counted per neut ron present in 
the core. Also, the amplification. filt ering, and scaling all alter results of the estimates 
of these parameters. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS AN D DISCUSSIO N 
There were five different types of experiment s performed which produced est i-
mates of the delayed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime rat io. They were 
based on: 
• Measurement oft he .-\PSD of a l" IC' in Lo cat ion 1. 
• ~lea urement of the .-\P ' D of a fi ssion chamber in Location 1. 
• Mea urement oft he AP D of a l' IC' in Location 2. 
• Measurement of the AP SD of a BF3 chamber in Location 4. 
• ~l ea urement of the cohere nce function of two BF3 chambers in Location 4. 
The reactor was operated as a zero-power sy tern during all meas urements. The 
power levels were 2 watt s fo r measurements with a CI C' or fission chamber. and 
.500 miluwatts for those using the BF3 chambers. LTnless noted, the reactor was in 
manual control. All instrumentation was set to provide the maximum signal wi t hout 
overloading t he cur rent amplifier or t he spect rum analyzer. 
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Table .5.1 : ~Ieasured Detector C urrent 
Detector Location C urrent 
FC 1 4900 nA 
CIC' 1 1600 nA 
GIC' 2 3.7 nA 
UIC' 3 0.27.5 nA 
Single D etector Measurem e nts 
The measured DC' currents for the r IC' and fi ssion chamber in each location 
a re listed in Table .5.1. Location l required a 28-in. void in the internal reflector to 
accomodate t he detector. Locat ion 2 required that the base of the detector was 4 in. 
above the top of the in erted s tringe r . The detector holder base plate and position of 
the sensitive area in the detecto r acted to raise the detector about fou r inches above 
the top of t he stringers . even wit h the top of the internal reflector. 
By comparing the currents from the uncompensated ion chamber. the relative 
Rux at each location can be dete rmined: the highest neutron flux wa ob e n ·ed in 
the internal reflector. The current measured from the fission chamber is not direct ly 
comparable to t he ion chamber current in the same location, as the detectors are 
di ffe rent sizes and have diffe rent efficiencies. The sensit ivities of the detectors differ 
by a factor of 3.2, which agrees with the 3.1 factor difference in the mea ured currents 
of the two detectors . 
The result s of the analyses of the measured spectral densit ie using a single 
uncompensated ion chamber are lis ted in Table .5.2. Two measurements were made 
on different days at each location to demonstrate the results were repeatable. The 
break frequency measured in the internal reflector ( Location 1) is the more precise 
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Table .5.2: Estimated f from UIC ~Ieasured Spectra 
Location 13 - 1 z·s ( J ) - 1 CT I , s Pexcess · S 
1 42 .. 5 1. 0.06 
1 42.2 2.0 0.08 
2 39.4 3.0 0.69 
2 39 .0 3.1 0.69 
3 I n a n/ a 0.72 
3 n a n / a 0.72 
est imate of the 4 based on the tandard deviation. The break frequency is higher 
when the detector is inside the internal reflector . This is due to the reduced prompt 
neutron lifetime caused by the poisoning effect of the boron-lined ion chamber and 
the increase in leakage caused by the displaced graphite from the internal reflector. 
The poisoning is shown by the reduced excess reacti vity Pe.rcess (a measure of how 
supercritical the reactor could become with control blades withdrawn ); a lower excess 
reacti,·ity indicates a more poisoned reactor. 
Break frequencies predicted using a UIC in the shield tank (Location 3) are not 
applicable (n/ a) because the APSD measured there was white due to the di stance 
from the core. The "·hitenes was caused by the effects of the graphite duct connecting 
the shield tank to the co re. The $0.72 excess reactivity present when the detector was 
in the shield tank suggests that the detector was decoupled from the fis sion process 
in the core because the excess react ivity of the UTR -10 with no extra detectors is 
also $0.72. It is necessary that a decoupled detec tor not change the excess reactivity. 
but it is not a guarantee that the neutrons collected by such a detector are free from 
the effects of the fi ssion process . 
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The plots o f APSD and coherence function were made using a plotting program 
called Crapher'26 ]. The plotted points rep resent the normali zed and scaled measured 
APSDs (o r coherence function ), and the smooth curve are a s pline fit to the i\11 ·sQ-
calculated APSD (or coherence functio n ) data. The spline algorithm is par t of to 
Crap her. 
Figure .) .1. the spectrum measured in the internal reflector (Location 1) using a 
C IC, showed the most linearity (on the log scale) from the break frequency to the 
maxim um frequency displayed. IL also produced the lowest standard de,·iation in 
the break frequenc y, and had t he smallest powers at highe r frequencies. indicating 
it s location made it more efficient. This was expected since the enti re de tec tor was 
below the top of the graphite, expo ing all t he neu tron sensiti,·e area to neutrons . A 
total of 10 runs of 64 time records each were RMS averaged. 
The sample standard deviations of selected bins of t he APSD record ed during 
t he above measurement is shown in Figure 5.2. T he rel ative deviat ion wa about 10% 
for each frequency bin. The tandard deviations est imated during the other run were 
similar, but were not plotted. 
The reactor was operated in the au tomatic mode to inves tigate the effects of the 
automatic cont rol blade movements. The meas ured APSD which ·resulted is hown 
in Figure .5.3. The automat ic power controller caused a n increase in the power at 
the lower frequencies. To correct fo r this, the frequencies below 1.2 Hz were not 
cons idered d uring equation fitting . Otherwise. the effects of the a utomatic controller 
caused the es t imated break frequency to drop to 6.1 Hz. The distortion in the lower 
frequencies demonst rated the need fo r m anual control du ring measurement . 
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The result for an uncompensated ion chamber placed at Location 2 is shown in 
Figure .SA. \.Vhen the detector was placed above the int ernal reflector. the rnriance 
was greater t han the variance of the measured APSD for a detector in Locat ion 1 
in both the measured spectrum and in the break frequency. Since only the bottom 
four inches of the detector and the detec tor holder plate could be insert ed into the 
internal reflector when Location 2 was used. the detector was relatiYely less efficient. 
The lower e fficiency was evidenced by the leveling off of the APSD beyond a bout 20 
Hz. Beyond thi s frequency, the 8 te rm in Equation 3 .. 52 dominated. At t he same 
ti me, howev·er , the ft ux profile and the neu tronics parameters were le disturbed. 
The detector did not poison t he co re to the same extent and the leakage was less due 
to the presence of more graphite. 
A second run with the uncompensa ted ion chamber at Locat ion 2 produced 
ve ry similar result s . The predicted break fr equency was \\·i thin less t han .50% of one 
standard deviation of the first run. The second run was made using 12 collections 
ins tead of 10. 
The two APSDs recorded using a n uncompensated ion chamber in the shield t ank 
( Location 3) are shown in Figures .) .. 5 and .5.6. The APSD show no common peaks 
or rnlleys in spectral power, whi ch sugges ts there is no systema ti c noise contami-
nate present. The plots have no apparent break frequency; t he spectral power does 
not appear to vary wit h frequency. l nder the assumption that t he fi ssion-decoupled 
neutrons being detected are a whi te noi se source, the freq uency independence of 
t he observed AP SD suggests the instrumentation t ransfer fun ction i frequency inde-
pendent. Therefore GUw), the corrected APSD. differs from Gii(w), the measured 
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APSD , by a constant. and the instrumentation transfer function Hinst is frequency 
independent in the frequency range of interest. The predicted break frequencies and 
their deviations were calculated but are meaningless. Only fhe collections were per-
formed during the first run. but the second resulted from ten 64 RMS averages . 
The spectrum at Location l was also measured usi ng a fission chamber. The 
fission chamber was operated in curren t mode and was powered by two 90-volt bat-
teries connected in series. The break frequency estimated from the data thu obtained 
'15.0 = 2.Ss- 1 . within one standard deviation of the freq uency predicted by the UIC' 
mep.su red spect ra. T he measured spectrum is shown in Figure .5. 7 
Since the ensitiYity of the fission chamber \\·a three times that of the UC'. the 
le,·eli ng-out beyond 20 Hz hould not have a ppeared. [ts presence sugge ts there was 
a contaminating noise source present on the sign al. 
Coh ere nce Funct ion M easurements 
The coherence function measurements were performed using two boron-trifluoride 
detectors operated in current mode and position ed in Location 4. The reactor power 
was held at .500 milliwatts to reduce damage to the detectors, as will be explained 
later. 
The 24-in. stringer had two 1.2.S-in. diameter hole drilled 10 . .S inches into the 
top for detector positioning. The st ringer was placed in the internal reflector of the 
core so t hat t he detectors were on the west side. The out side of the detector cases 
were 1.12.S-in. apart; the cases were as close togethe r as possible. Each detector was 
operated in current mode wi th bias supplied by a sincd e 90-rnlt battery; the center 
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Figure .5 .5: AP D from l'IC' in Locat ion 3 
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Figure .5.6 : AP · D from CIC in Loca tion 3: econd Run 
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10 
Frequency, Hz 
Detector: Fission Chamber 
Location: 1 (In IR) 
Break: 7.1 Hz 
Deviation: 0.5 Hz 
Figure .5 .7: APSD from Fis ion Chamber in Location 1 
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wi re of the detector was attached to the negative pole of the batt ery. 
The ianal from each detector were processed just like the signal from a ingle 
detecto r. e.i:i;. ampli fied . filte red. and :.ent to the s pectrum analyzer. Data collection 
was performed like t he one-detecto r collect ions except fo r the following: each run was 
12 time records in order to reduce uncertainty, the span of the spectrum analyzer 
wa set fo r 0 to .)Q H z to maintain 0.4 Hz-wide frequency bins. and the -pectrum 
analyze r wa set for two input s instead of one. The pectrum analyzer di rec t ly cal-
culated the coherence function bet ween the two detectors . Because the coherence 
funct io n is independent of t he neutron populat io n and inst ru menta tion . no co rrec-
tio n to the measu red coherence func t ion was needed for power drift. a lthoui:i;h the 
reactor power was st ill restored after each collect ion . The spectrum ana lyzer directly 
calculated 1 2(u.1) and updated it s di sp lay aft er each time record. The mca~ ured co-
he rence functi o n was t ransferred from t he spectru m analyze r to the microcomputer 
using lmk. C. 
e\·eral problems appeared during the measurement of the coherence function. 
First, a eries of echos of 60 Hz was ob en·ed coming from one of the electronic fi lt ers. 
The echos were investigated using the coherence function and t he b uilt -in random 
noise source on the pectrum an alyzer . and it was determined t h at · the echo did not 
have any effect in the frequen cy range of interest . 
The re was an intermitten t fault-to-ground present in t he wiring scheme wh ich was 
caused by the detecto r casings bei ng e lect rically connected to the reactor core, which 
,,·as it self elect ri cally floating above the electrical ground of t he current amplifier. 
The intermittent groundi ng problem was cu red by connecting a ground wire to the 
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same ground as the current amplifier input. This reduced the amount of electronic 
shielding against spurious noi se sources, but the additional noise did not significant ly 
degrade t.he signal. 
One detector failed and had to be rep laced during t he coherence function mea-
su rements . T he failure was probably ca.used by the unusual use of the BF3 in current 
mode instead of pulse mode. Operation in cu r rent mode might have caused a sig-
nificant buildup of charge in the detector. wh ich eventually caused it to fail. The 
fail ure was evident through a reduction in measured current from the detector . and 
by pb e rvation of the coherence function. The coherence func tion of the operational 
detecto r and the failed detector was at a near zero level throughout the frequency 
range of interest . 
To slow any charge buildup in the detectors, the reactor power was reduced from 
2 watts to .500 milliwatts. Around .500 mil li watts. the detector res ponded li nearly 
with power. and the requirements of a zero- power measurement were still fulfilled . 
The measured coherence function of two BF3 detectors in Location 4 is shown 
in Figure .5 .. Because the coherence function values given by the spectrum analyzer 
had a minimum non-zero value of 0.1. which was reached at about 20 Hz . the estimate 
of the break frequency was made using data pairs in the 0. Hz to 15.2 Hz range . The 
result of fitting Equation 3.66 was ~ = -11..5 ± 2.3s - 1(6 o/c ). Shifting to evaluation 
of maller ra nge of data did not significantly alter the predicted break frequency ; t he 
break frequency estim ated by evaluation of the 1.2 Hz to 12.0 Hz range was 42. 1 p er 
second. 
The pectrum analyzer meas ures the APSD of each channel during measurement 
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10 
Frequency, Hz 
Detectors: BF, 
Location: 4 ( In Stringer) 
Break: 6.6 Hz 
Deviation: 0.4 Hz 
Coherence Function from Two BF3 Detec tors in Location 4 
6i 
of t he coherence function. These ca;n be used to calcu lat e the break freq uency in t he 
same manner of t he single detector measurement s. The measured AP D from one 
BF3 detector recorded during the same ti me as the pre\·ious coherence function is 
shown in F igu re .5 .9. The break frequency estimated using the 0. to 30 Hz range of 
the measured APSD was -! .. 5± 2.3(6 o/c) pe r second, higher than the break fr equen cy 
based on the coherence func tion . The second BF3 detector a lso had a high break fre-
quency. The low efficiency of these m all detectors was probably responsible for the 
d ifference between t hese and previous es t imates, and fo r t he s mall observed cur rent 
of 14.7 nanoamps. I t is also possible that the inst rurnentation had a frequency de-
pendent effect on t he measured APS D; t he use of t he coherence fun ction eliminated 
any instrumentat ion effects. 
C omparison of Calcula t ed and M ea ured R esults 
The measured break frequencies we re smaller than t he calculated break frequen-
cies, implying the calculated effective delayed neutron fr act ion was too large . or the 
calculated prom pt neutron lifetime was too short . ...\ comparison of the calculated 
val ues of the de layed neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ra tio to some of the 
measured value is shown in Table .5.3. The value calculated at Argonne was higher 
than any mea ured rnlue except the rnlues estimated u ing the APSD from a BF3. 
The calculated values of 3 and E may be used to separate the measured break 
frequency in to an es timated de layed neutron fr action or a prompt neutron lifet ime. 
Assuming t he J calculated a t Argo nne to be correct and exact , the predic ted prompt 
neutron lifet imes are 1 1 = ps and 1 .5 :r: lOps ( 6 % ) fo r the APSD oft he CIC and 
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Table 5.3: Core Parameters for HEU Core 
-:\ l et hod 
Calculated at Argonne 
Currently used at ISU 
Estimated From APSD of GI C in Locat ion 1 
Estimated From Coherence Function 
Estimated From APSD of BF3 
42 .. 5 
-11..5 
-±8 .s 
J 
0.0077 
0.0065 
n / a 
n / a 
n / a 
e, µs 
160 
1.50 
n/ a 
n/ a 
n/ a 
coherence function measured spect ra, respectively. On the other hand, if the lifetime 
calculated by Argonne is assumed correct. the effective delayed neutron fractions 
predicted by the APSD of the CIC and coherence fu nction become 0.006 0 .:i: 0.0003 
and 0.00664 ± 0.0004 ( 6 % ). respectively. 
The discrepancy between the calculated and measured estimates was probably 
due to the limitations of the computer code used to model the UTR-10. T he high 
neutron leakage rate makes the UTR-10 difficult to model. The error in calculation 
was already evident from the failure of the model used a t Argonne to predict that 
the reactor could become critical. 
With the exception of the est imate made using the APSD from a BF3 detector. 
the estimated rnlues of ~ were all within about 4 Hz. Since three different type of 
detectors and two different methods were used, this suggests the measured values. 
and not the calculated value , are more reliab le. 
Comparison of R eactor T r ansients 
The HEU to LEU fuel conversion project required a study of reactor t ransients. 
The transient modeled for the l rTR-10 was caused by a sudden insertion of all excess 
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Table .5.4: Response to Reactivity Transients 
J €. µs YI ax power, kW z·s - 1 
0.00650 166 2.5.7 39.2 
0.00763 166 26.2 46.0 
0.00763 141 26.4 54.2 
reacti vity into a previously cri t ical reactor. The sys tem was then shut down by t he 
reactor safety system through insertion of rnntrol blades. The stud y was to assure 
that such a transient would not produce a power which damaged the core or was a 
danger to personnel in any manner. 
The program used to model the transient was PA.RET. The maximum powers 
and the time to reach those maxima are dependent on the delayed neutron fraction 
and the prompt neutron li fet ime. T he effects of rnrying these parameters on the 
transient are shown in Table .5.4. In each case. about 0.2 seconds elapsed before 
maximum power was reached: PARET did not produce a more precise time. The 
maximum power reached during a transient before the automatic safety system shut 
down the reactor does not strongly depend on the ratio of the delayed neutron fraction 
to prompt neutron lifet ime. The trend of increasing maximum power with increasing 
~ (decreasing f) is evident in Table 5 . ..J:. 
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C HAPTER 6 . C ONCLUSION S AND F U T U RE WORK 
Con cl us io n s 
Digital neutron noise analysis has been u ed to est imate the delayed neutron 
fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ratio. The results of t he measurements are um-
marized in Table 6.1. 
T he range of val ues estimated using different detectors . different locations . and 
diffe rent methods have overlapping one-standar d deviation intervals, suggesting t he 
true value of ~ is in t he estimated range. The method of measurement of neutron 
noise on a zero-power react.or has been succes fully applied to the FTR-10 using state 
of t he art equipment. In part icular, the application of the low frequency spectrum 
analyzer in combination \\·ith digital computer analysis has im proved the accuracy, 
speed. and ease of measuring t he delayed neutron fr act ion to prompt neutron lifetime. 
Table 6.1: Estimated i from ~eutron Noise 
:Vl ethod 
AP D from UIC at Location 1 
APSD from UIC at Location 2 
AP SD from Fission Chamber at Location 1 
APSD from BF3 Detector a t Location 4 
Coherence Function from BF3 pai r at Location 4 
j3 - 1 
l's 
42 .5 
39 .-! 
4.5.0 
4 .5 
41.5 
1. 
3.0 
2. 
2.3 
2.3 
The method may be used directly on the new LEC core without any modifi cat ion . - . 
Using t he automatic power controller di stort ed the estimation of the delayed 
neutron fraction to prompt neutron lifetime ratio. The controller altered the reactor 
from a zero- power system to one with feedback. Estimation of the ~ ratio should be 
done using manual control only. 
The efficiency of the detector had an affect on the measured AP SD. and the 
more sensitive detectors, such as t he LTIC' and fission chamber. produced more precise 
est imates of 4 than the BF3 detecto r. The more sensiti,·e detector also produced 
t he most visually evident break frequency. The break frequency of a low-sensitivity 
detector can be overwhelmed by the steady state noise produced by the detect ion 
process a nd inst rument a tion . 
Estimat ion of the ~ ratio is easier usrng the coherence function instead of 
the A.PSD. Use of the coherence function eliminates dependence on the difficult-to-
measure instrument a tion transfer function. and it also allows for use of less-efficient 
detectors. The break frequency estimated using the coherence function of the less-
sensitive detectors is not overwhelmed by t he steady-state noise . 
The time and effort required fo r estimat ion of f is reduced compared to pre\·ious 
studies . The estim a tion may be made from an APSD measurement . including data 
collection, in a single afternoon. The use of the cohere nce function reduces the time 
required by about one hour . so the analysis is fur t her simplified. There are no tapes or 
filters to manipulate, after the ini t ial data collect ion a nd trans ference. C urrent ly, the 
necessary data manipulation is done wit h a sp readsheet , however a simple program 
could be written to a utom ate the process. 
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T he d a t a transference codes were successfully written using the C' language . The 
process of readin (1 the spectra from the spectrum analyzer and storing the spectra 
on the computer was easiest using C' . The direct reading of the HP-3.5 2A memory 
eliminated errors due to misread or mi s- transc ribed numbers. 
(Tse of ~IIKSQ to estimate the delayed neutron fraction to delayed neutron to 
prompt neutron lifetime ratio eliminated errors produced by visual estimation of the 
break frequency. ::\Il:\SQ also produced a \·ari ance in the estimate. 
Future Work 
In the future. t hese measurements will be repea ted on t he CTR-10 after the new 
low en ri chment uranium fuel has been loaded. The measured f ratio may then be 
used in generat ion of period and reactivity tables for t he new core. 
Some of t he steps which could be improved are: the scaling/ normalizing process , 
which could be performed directly using a s peciali zed computer code, the data col-
lection system which could be programmed to be automatic, and the computat ional 
model of the core could be impro\·ed so that its predictions of f are do er to the 
measured values. 
The expe riments could be repeated using small fission chambers. ones small 
enough fo r coherence function measurement . The fission chambers are ve ry sensitive, 
and may provide more precise resu lt s than t he BF3 detectors. 
T he ~ ratio could be investigated in the region of the t hermal col umn. T he 
t hermal column could also be used to invest igate the effec t s of \·arious lengt hs of 
graphite st ringers on the APSD and coherence functio n. 
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APPEN DIX A . PROCEDU R E FOR AP SD MEASUREMEN TS 
The APSD from a single detector may be analyzed and an estimate of ~ and its 
variance made. 
Briefly, the steps necessary are: 
1. Install a detector in the core and set it up for current operation. The detector 
should be placed in a region where it is exposed to fission-produced neutrons 
which have not been heavily moderated. 
2. Bring the reactor up to a steady-state . zero-power condition . Two watts 1s 
sufficient. 
3. Suppress the steady-state detector current. This may be done with a current 
amplifier equipped with a current suppression feature by observing the DC 
signal on a voltmeter or oscilloscope. 
4. Amplify the noise component. The current amplifier should be adjusted to the 
maximum amplification possible which does not produce o\·erloads . 
. 5. Filter frequencies below and above the range of interest. Typically, the filters 
would be set at 0.1 Hz and 40.0 Hz. 
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6. Collect ten set s of 64 R::\IS av~rages on the spect rum analyze r. transferring each 
set to the IBM-XT for anal ysis. Time limitations may mandate fewe r sets of 
data . 
7. ~formali ze each APSD to correct for power drifts, and scale each to unity. The 
first data se t collected is taken to be the norm by whi ch all ot her sets are 
correc ted. 
Calculate the sample standard de\·iation of each AP SD bin. A sp read heet is a 
fa t and efficient tool for calcula tion of the averages and standard cle\·iations of 
each APSD bin. 
9. Analyze the APSD using YIINSQ. Other programs may be used for t he fitt ing 
of t he APSD equation to the measured data. 
-I 
APPENDIX B. PROCEDURE FOR COHERENCE FUNCTION 
MEASUREMENT 
The procedure fo r measunng the coherence function from two detectors and 
analyzing t he data for estimation off and i ts variance is similar to t hat of t he AP S D 
measurements . 
Briefly, the steps necessary are: 
1. Install two detectors in t he core and set them up fo r current operation . 
2. B ring t he reactor up to a steady-s ta t e, ze ro-power condi t ion. Two wat t s 1s 
sufficient. 
3. Suppre s the steady-state detector currents. 
-! . Amplify the noise component. 
.J . F il ter frequencies below and above the range of interest. 
6. Collect ten sets of 12 R MS averages on the spectrum analyzer. t ra nsfe rring 
each coherence funct ion set to t he IBM-XT fo r a nalysis. 
7 . Calc ulate t he standard deviat ion of eac h cohe rence fu n ction bin . 
. A nalyze the coherence function data u ing .'.\H ·sQ. 
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APPENDIX C . DRIVER PROGRAMS USED BY MINSQ 
The following h\·o programs are used by ~II :'-iSQ to es timate the parameters of 
the coherence function and the corrected APSD. Both programs are written to accept 
frequency in hertz. therefore the A, B. and F parameters est imated are factors of 2rr. 
2rr, and (2 rr)2 different from the rnlues as shown in Equations 3.52 and 3.66. 
Driver for Fitting Co heren ce Function 
FITCOH.FOR 
********************************************************* 
* * 
Program FITCOH 
* * 
********************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
By David Roth 
Based on FIT1 . FOR by Uner Colak 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************************************************* 
* * Declaration 
* 
* 
REAL F(1 50) ,C(10) ,E(10 ) ,W (1000) ,YC(150 ) 
COMMON/B1/ YL (150) ,XL ( 150),SD(150) 
* File Initialization 
* 
* 
0 
OPEN ( 10,FILE='FITCOHIN.DAT ' , STATIJS= ' OLD ') 
OPEN ( 11,FILE= 'CDHERTEXT.DAT' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
OPEN (12,FILE= 'MEASCOH .DAT' ,STATUS='OLD' ) 
OPEN (13,FILE='COHERENCE.DAT' ,STATUS= 'UNKNOWN ') 
* Read FITCOHIN.DAT f or limits on iterat i ons, 
* initial guesses, error tolerances , etc. 
* 
* 
READ (10 ,* ) M, N,IPRINT,NFUN,NW,COV, XSTEP,I OPT 
READ (10,* ) (C(I ) ,E (I) ,I=l,N) 
* Write output t ext 
* 
WRITE ( 11 , 400) 
WRITE ( 11,401) (I,C( I ) ,I,E (I) ,I=l, N) 
* * Read measured coherence function and deviation 
* 
READ ( 12,* ) (XL(I ) ,YL(I) ,SD(I ) ,I=1, M) 
* 
* Call MINSQ for solution 
* 
CALL MINSQ(M ,N,F, C, E,IPRINT, NFUN,NW,W,COV,XSTEP ) 
* 
* Call funct ion maker for calculation of estimated 
* values of coherence function 
* 
CALL FM (M, N,C,YC,SUM) 
* * Write t he break frequency and the solution of F 
* 
* 
BF=C (2) 
WRITE (l l , 403) BF 
WRITE ( 11 , 500) 
WRITE(11,501) (I,C(I) ,I=1,N) 
WRITE ( 11,502) SUM 
* If the user does not want input and estimated values, 
* then stop execution, else continue writing output 
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* files 
* 
40 
* 
* 
* 
400 
401 
403 
500 
501 
502 
* 
* 
* 
50 
* 
IF(IOPT.EQ.1) GO TO 50 
DO 40 I=l,M 
WR ITE (ll,*) XL(I) ,YL(I) ,YC(I ) ,SD(I) 
WRITE (13,*) XL(I) ,YL(I) ,YC(I) ,SD(I) 
CONTINUE 
Text formatting 
FORMAT ( l OX, 'INITIAL GUESS AND ERROR PARAMETERS',/) 
FORMAT ( l OX,'X(' ,I2,')=' ,E12.6,3X,'E(' ,I2, ')=' ,E12.6) 
FORMAT (/, l OX, 'BREAK FREQUENCY (Hz)= ' ,E12.6) 
FORMAT (/, l OX,'FITTED COEFFICIENTS :',/) 
F 0 RMA T ( 10 x ' I x ( ) ' I 2 ' I ) = , ' 1 x ' E 12 . 6) 
FORMAT (5X,'SUM OF SQUARED DIFFERENCES=' ,E12.6) 
Cease execution of FITCOH.FOR 
STOP 
END 
* 
********************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
This is the coherence function to be 
fit. 
SUBROUTINE FCN (M,N,F,C,IFLAG ) 
DIMENSION F(M),C(N) 
COMMON/Bl/YL(150),XL(150) ,SD(150) 
DO 10 I=l ,M 
XI=XL (I) 
C2=C(2) 
Cl=C(l) 
* The coherence function, with parameters in 
* HERTZ units. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
F(I)=((Cl/(XI**2.0+C2**2.0+c1))**2.0-YL(I))/SD(I) 
* 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
2 
* 
********************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
This calculates estimates o f the coherence 
functi on using the estimated parameters. 
SUBROUTINE FM (M , N,C,YC,SUM ) 
DIMENSION YC (M) ,C(N) 
COMMON/81 / YL (150) ,XL (150), SD (150) 
SUM==O. 
DO 30 I==1,M 
XI=XL ( I) 
C2=C(2 ) 
YC (I) =(C( 1)/( XI**2 .0+C2**2. 0+c (1))) **2. 0 
* It a l so finds the sums of the squares between 
* the estimated and the input coherence function 
* 
* 
SUM==SUM+(YC (I ) -YL ( I )) **2 .0 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
********************************************************* 
3 
FITCOHIN.DAT 
FITC'OHIN.DAT contains informat ion used in the solu tion of the coherence func-
tion, and is accessed by FITC'OH.FOR. 
28 
1. 
2 
0.5 
700. .1 
6 . 50 0.001 
0 
0 
10000 500 
This input file is for FITCOH . FOR, a f ortran subroutine 
linked with MINSQ which solves for two unknowns: F and 
the break frequency . It contains, in order, 
M = 28 = the number of data pairs 
N = 2 = the number of unknowns 
IPRINT = 0 = intermediate print frequency 
NFUN = 10000 = maximum iterations 
NW = 500 = must be set >= N + M(N+1 ) + 3N (N+1 )/2 
COV = 1. = covariance print flag 
XSTEP = 0.5 = search start variable<= 0 . 5 
IOPT = 0 = Set to one if no estimates are to be printed 
the estimates of values to be fit and tolerances . 
C(1) = 700. 
C(2) = 6.50 
E ( 1) = .1 
E( 2) = 0 .001 
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MEASCOH.DAT 
.vIEASC'OH.DAT contains triplets of (frequency in Hz, coherence function , stan-
<lard deviation). The coherence function was found by averaging 10 ' runs' of 128 
R:VIS averaged t ime records. 
2.40 3 . 25E-0 1 6. 0 9E-02 
2.80 3.30E-01 5 . 68E-02 
3.20 3.23E-01 6 . 76E-0 2 
3.60 3 .00E-0 1 6.28E-0 2 
4.00 2 . 81E-0 1 6 . 83E-02 
4 . 40 2.70E-0 1 6 . 78E-02 
4 .80 2 . 58E-0 1 3.62E-02 
5 . 20 2.55E-0 1 3 . 59E-0 2 
5.60 2 .49E-0 1 4.42E-0 2 
6.00 2.44E-0 1 3.11E-02 
6.40 2.38E-0 1 3 . 73E-02 
6.80 2.15E-01 3.12E-02 
7.20 1.98E-0 1 3.24E-02 
7.60 1.86E-01 3.89E-02 
8.00 1.65E-0 1 5.10E-02 
8 . 40 1 .44E-01 6 .82E-02 
8.80 1.29E-01 7.94E-02 
9 . 20 1 . 13E-01 6 . 23E-02 
9.60 1 .03E-01 3 . 99E-02 
10. 00 9.63E-02 2.67E-02 
10.40 1.04E-0 1 2 .33E-02 
10.80 1 .02E-0 1 3 . 65E-02 
11.20 9.25E-02 3 . 15E-02 
11. 60 8.75E-02 3.20E-02 
12.00 8 . 75E-02 2.49E-0 2 
12.40 9.12E-02 3 .09E-02 
12 . 80 1.0lE-01 4.42E-02 
13.20 9.63E-02 4 . 27E-02 
13.60 8.63E-02 3.70E-02 
14. 00 8.00E-02 3.12E-02 
COHERTEX.DAT 
This file contains the results . .\ote the \'ariance of the parameters was displayed 
on the sc reen, rather than written int o the results section. There is a modi fied version 
of 1INSQ which was used with FIT l. FOR which did write the variance and t he values 
of the d iffe rence between predicted a nd input coherence functions into t he output fi le 
defined by FORTRA:'\ unit 011. but it was not used to produce the result pre ented 
below. 
INITIAL GUESS AND ERROR PARAMETERS 
X( 1 ) =0.700000E+03 
X( 2 ) =0.650000E+0 1 
E ( 1)=0.100000E+OO 
E ( 2) =0. 100000E-02 
BREAK FREQUENCY ( Hz)=0 . 711700E+01 
FITTED COEFFICIENTS: 
x ( 1 ) = 0.794553E+02 
x ( 2 ) = 0. 711700E+01 
SUM OF SQUARED DIFFERENC ES=0. 591003E- 02 
2.40000 0. 325000 0. 341993 0.609000E-01 
2.80000 0. 330000 0. 331758 0.568000E- 01 
3.20000 0.323000 0.320508 0. 676000E- 01 
3.60000 0. 300000 0.308437 0.628000E- 01 
4.00000 0. 281 000 0. 295736 0.683000E-01 
4.40000 0. 270000 0. 282589 0. 678000E-01 
4.80000 0. 258000 0.269171 0.362000E-01 
5 . 20000 0.255000 0. 255643 0.359000E- 01 
5 .60000 0. 249000 0. 242146 0. 442000E-01 
6.00000 0.244000 0.228807 0 . 311000E-01 
6.40000 0. 238000 0.215731 0.373000E-0 1 
6 .80000 0. 215000 0. 20300 6 0.312000E-01 
7.20000 0. 198000 0. 190702 0.324000E-01 
7.60000 0 .186000 0. 178873 0.389000E-01 
8.00000 0. 165000 0. 167557 0 .510000E-01 
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8.40000 0. 144000 0. 156781 0.682000E-01 
8.80000 0. 129000 0 .146559 0.794000E-0 1 
9 .20000 0. 113000 0. 136896 0. 623000E-01 
9.60000 0. 103000 0 .127790 0.399000E-01 
10.0000 0.963000E-01 0 . 119230 0.267000E- 01 
10. 4000 0.104000 0 .111203 0.233000E-01 
10.8000 0.102000 0.103691 0.365000E-01 
11 .2000 0 .925000E-0 1 0.966727E-01 0 .315000E-01 
11.6000 0.875000E-01 0. 901252E-0 1 0 .320000E-01 
12.0000 0.875000E- 01 0.840244E-0 1 0.249000E-01 
12.4000 0.912000E-01 0.783458E-01 0.309000E-01 
12 .8000 0. 101000 0.730647E-01 0. 442000E-01 
13.2000 0.963000E- 01 0.681565E-01 0. 427000E-01 
COHERENC.DAT 
C'O HEREN C' .DAT , not shown here, contains the ( frequen cy, measured coherence 
funct ion, fit coherence func tion , measured standa rd dev iat ion ) da t a quadruple ts in a 
format useful for gr aphing. 
Driver for ~itting Corrected APSD 
T he inp ut and ou tput fil e used wi th FITl.FO R , namely I:.J .DAT . R ES.DAT . 
! -:J R.DAT , and Q (_"T.DAT, cor respond with the in put and ou t pu t fil e used by FIT-
C'OH.FOR. so they will not be prese nt.e d here. 
F IT l .FOR 
********************************************************* 
* * 
Program FIT1 
* * 
********************************************************* 
* 
* 
* 
Written by Uner Colak . 
Commented by David Roth . 
* 
Modified and 
* 
********************************************************* 
* * Declarations 
* 
* 
REAL F(150) ,C (10) ,E (10) ,W( l OOO ) ,YC (150) 
COMMON/B1/YL (150) ,XL (150) ,SD (150) 
* File opening 
* 
* 
OPEN(10,FILE='IN.DAT ' ,STATUS='OLD' ) 
OPEN(ll,FILE= ' RES.DAT ' ,STATUS='UNKNOWN' ) 
OPEN ( 12,FILE= ' INR.DAT ' ,STATUS='OLD' ) 
OPEN(13,FILE= ' DUT.DAT ' ,STATUS= ' UNKNOWN' ) 
* Read initial input 
* 
* 
READ(10,*) M,N , IPRINT , NFUN,NW,COV,XSTEP,IOPT 
READ ( 10,* ) (C(I ) ,E (I ) ,I=l,N) 
* Write results header 
* 
* 
WRITE ( 11, 400) 
WRITE(11,401) ( I,C (I ) ,I,E (I ) ,I=1,N ) 
READ(12,* ) (XL ( I ) ,YL(I ) ,SD(I ) ,I=1,M) 
* Solve f or the parameters 
* 
CALL MINSQ(M,N,F,C,E,IPRINT,NFUN,NW,W,COV,XSTEP) 
* 
* Calculate the estimated APSD 
* 
CALL FM (M ,N,C,YC,SUM) 
* 
* Write results body 
* 
BF=C(2) 
WRITE(11,403) BF 
WRITE( 11,500) 
WRITE ( 11 , 501 ) ( I , C ( I ) , I= 1 , N) 
WR ITE (11,502) SUM 
IF(IOPT .EQ.1 ) GO TO 50 
DD 40 I=1,M 
WRITE( 11 ,*) XL ( I ) ,YL ( I) ,YC( I ) ,SD (I ) 
WRITE (13,* ) XL ( I ) ,YL ( I) ,YC (I ) ,SD (I ) 
40 CONTINUE 
400 FORMAT ( 10X, ' INITIAL GUESS AND ERROR PARAMETERS ',/) 
401 FORMAT (10X , ' X( ' ,I2, ') =' ,E12 .6,3X, ' E(' , I2, ') =' , E12 .6) 
403 FORMAT (/, 10X, 'BREAK FREQUENCY (Hz ) =' ,E12.6) 
500 FORMAT( /,10X, 'FITTED COEFFICIENTS:',/) 
501 FORMAT (10X,'X(' ,I2,' ) =' ,1X,E12.6) 
502 FORMAT(SX,'SUM OF SQUARED DIFFERENCES= ' ,E12.6 ) 
50 STOP 
END 
* * 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* This subroutine returns the difference between * 
* the current guess and the actual value and * 
* gives it a weight of one standard deviation. * 
* * 
* 
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SUBROUTINE FCN (M,N, F ,C,IFLAG) 
DIMENSION F(M), C(N) 
COMMON/B1/YL (150) ,XL (150) ,SD(150) 
DD 10 I=l,M 
XI=XL (I) 
C1=C(1) 
C2=C(2) 
C3=C(3) 
* The current difference function 
* 
F(I)=(C1/(XI* *2.+C2**2.)+C3 -YL (I))/SD(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
********************************************************* 
* * 
* This subroutine calculates values f or the APSD * 
* using the estimated parameters. * 
* * 
SUBROUTINE FM (M,N,C ,YC,SUM) 
DIMENSION YC(M),C(N) 
COMMON/B1/YL(150) ,XL (150) ,SD (150) 
SUM=O . 
DO 30 I=l,M 
XI=XL (I ) 
C2=C(2) 
YC (I)=C(1)/ (XI**2+C2**2) +C (3) 
SUM=SUM+(YC(I)-YL(I) )**2 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* * 
********************************************************* 
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APPENDIX D. SOURCE CODE FOR LMK.C 
T his is the code which read the marker position and amplitude or coherence 
fun ction . The main steps are all commented in the actual program; the code is 
executed as shown bet ween t he curl y braces after t he wo rd main. All code after this 
is for the function called by main with the exception of error_handler. which is used 
by the functions themseh·es. 
Fu ll unde r tanding of the operation of this program, and the source codes read-
rms.C an d m akenorm.C. requires knowledge of C', in t he use of the HP- IB interface. 
and in the use of t he c_hpib.h include file. In C'. the routines to access hardware a re 
listed in include files. 
/ * This program will read i n the MARKER ' S DISPLAYED TRACE */ 
#define LINT_ARGS 0 / * Permits limited type checking* / 
#include <stdi o .h> / * Include standard i/o handler */ 
#include <c _hpib.h> / * Include HP-IB access handler */ 
#include <string .h > / * Include string handler*/ 
#include <coni o .h> / * Include console handler */ 
/ * Define const ants f or compiler */ 
#define ISC 7L 
#define SPEC 711L 
#define TCF 128L / * TCF is the t otal number of channels read */ 
/ * Declare Variables */ 
l ong i s c , spec; 
l ong dsp[256] ; 
short 
float 
float 
error , span; 
freq[TCF]; 
coher[TCF]; 
/* Beginning of main program */ 
main () 
{ 
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telluser() ; /* Tell user what pr ogram does and what 
set on HP-3582A */ 
press (); /* Wait for a key press */ 
read_em(); /* Read all values of trace */ 
local( ); /* Return HP-3582A to manual control */ 
store_i t () ; /* Store values read from trace */ 
} 
I* End of main program */ 
/********************************************************/ 
/* Functions follow. The purpose of each function is 
given above */ 
/********************************************************/ 
telluser() 
{ 
to 
printf ( "\f\n\nThis program will read the MARKER'S TRACE."); 
printf("\n\nYou must select the TRACE and adjust the AMPLITUDE"); 
printf ("\n \ nREFERENCE LEVEL to display everything needed." ); 
printf("\n\nYou must also select the appropriate SCALE."); 
printf("\n\nAfter collecting data:"); 
printf("\n 1) Set marker to ON and divided by bandwidth"); 
printf("\n 2) Place marker "); 
printf("on 
printf("\ n 
display"); 
printf(" as 
printf("\n 
} 
the desired trace\n 3) Choose the SCALE"); 
4) Adjust the AMPLITUDE REFERENCE LEVEL to 
much of the trace\n as possible"); 
5) Press return ."); 
/*******************************************************/ 
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press () 
{ 
int ch; 
} 
while(kbhit()== O); 
ch = getch (); 
/*******************************************************/ 
/* The following function is used to verify proper HP-IB 
protocol */ 
error_handler (error, routine ) 
int error ; 
char 
{ 
} 
*routine; 
char 
if 
II 
*estring, ch; 
(error 1 = NOERR) 
{ 
printf("\nError in call to 'l.s \n" ,rout ine); 
printf ( 
Error = '/.d : 'l.s 
printf("Press <RETURN> 
scanf("'/.c", &ch); 
} 
\n", error, errstr (error )); 
to continue .... \n"); 
/*******************************************************/ 
read_ em () 
{ 
extern float freq[TCF]; 
extern float coher[TCF] ; 
float temp [2] ; 
char buffer[20]; 
l ong length; 
int number; 
short int mp; 
number= 2; 
printf ("\n \nNow reading frequency/amplitude pai rs . . . . "); 
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for (mp = O; mp<TCF; rnp+=l ) { 
/ * Position marker and request values */ 
length= sprintf(buffer,"run mp'l.d hlt lmk",rnp ) ; 
error= iooutputs (SPEC,buffer,length) ; 
error_handler ( error,"IOOUTPUTS" ); 
/ *Fetch the values from the HP-IB bus. Store them in temp[] */ 
error = ioentera( SPEC,temp,&nurnber ) ; 
error_handler ( error,"IOENTERA" ) ; 
coher[mp] = temp[O]; 
freq[rnp] = temp[l] ; 
} 
} 
/ ******************************************************** / 
local () 
{ 
int error; 
} 
error = iolocal (SPEC) ; 
error_handler (error, " IOABORT" ) ; 
printf ( 
"\n\nLocal control returned to Spec . \n\n" ) ; 
error= ioabort (ISC ) ; 
error_handler (error,"IOABORT" ) ; 
printf ("\nAll interface activit y aborted.\n" ) ; 
/ *******************************************************/ 
store_it () 
{ 
int w = O; 
extern float freq[TCF] , coher [TCF] ; 
char filenarne[12] ; 
FILE *stream; 
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/* Ask user for unused filename */ 
do { 
printf( 
11 \n \nEnter filename to write data pairs to: 11 ); 
scanf ( 11 %s 11 ,filename); 
stream = fop en ( filename, 11 r 11 ) ; 
if ( stream !=NULL ) printf ( 
11 \n\nThat filename is in use. Try another . "); 
} while ( stream != NULL); 
I* Write values to disk */ 
} 
stream = fop en ( filename, 11 w11 ) ; 
for (w=O; w<TCF; w+=l){ 
fprintf (stream, 11%f, Xf \n" ,freq[w] ,coher [w] ); 
} 
/*******************************************************/ 
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APPENDIX E. SOURCE CODE FOR READRMS.C 
This code directly accesses the spectrum analyzer memory to read the Yalues of 
the APSD. 
/* This program will read in t h e POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
*/ 
/* and store it in a user specified file. 
*/ 
#define LINT_ARGS 
checking* / 
0 /* Permits limited type 
#define ISC 7L 
#define SPEC 711L 
#include <stdio. h> /* Include necessary 
#include <c_hpib.h> /* con sole, and math 
#include <string.h> 
#include <conio .h> 
#include <math .h> 
/* Declarations */ 
isc, spec; l ong 
short 
short 
l ong 
float 
float 
float 
mantissa[256] , phase[256]; 
error , span; 
exponent [256] ; 
mant [2 56] ; 
amp [256] ; 
dfq; 
main () 
1 0 , HP-IB, string, */ 
handlers */ 
{ 
} 
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press () ; /* Waits for user to press a key */ 
mem_read() ; I* Reads memory from HP-3582A */ 
make_arnps ( );/* Converts memory to decimal */ 
correct (); /* Corrects for internal filters */ 
local () ; /*Returns HP-3582A t o local control*/ 
store_it () ; /* Stores APSD values */ 
/ **************************************************************** / 
press () 
{ 
int ch; 
printf ( "\nPress return when done collecting 
data ... \n \ n" ) ; 
while (kbhit ( )== O) ; 
ch= getch () ; 
} 
/ **************************************************************** / 
/* This routine is accessed by other r out i nes for error 
checking* / 
error_handler (error, r outine ) 
int 
char 
{ 
error; 
*routine; 
char 
if 
*estring , ch ; 
(error 1 = NOERR) 
{ 
printf ("\nError in call to 'l.s \ n", routine ); 
printf ( " Error= 'l.d : 'l.s \n", error, 
errstr (error )) ; 
printf ( "Press <RETURN > t o continue .... \ n" ); 
scanf ( "'l.c " , &:ch); 
} 
} 
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/*******************************************************/ 
mem_read() 
{ 
char unsigned bytes[130]; 
char *info, buffer[20]; 
long address = 076000, W, x, y, z, length, wmax; 
extern short mantissa[256] , phase[256]; 
extern float mant[256]; 
extern long exponent[256]; 
short flag = 0, max, rmsb, rlsb, imsb, ilsb; 
char match = 10; 
float rr,ii, maxnorm = 0.0; 
/* Set end of transmission flag off */ 
error = iomatch(7L, match, flag); 
/* Halt analyzer CPU for faster data x-fer */ 
error = iooutputs (711L, "hl t", 3); 
e r ror_handler (error, "IOOUTPUTS"); 
/* Read octal memory as string called bytes */ 
for (x=O; x<=7; ++x, address += 0100) { 
y = O; 
y = sprintf(buffer, 
"lfm, 'l.o, 128", address); 
printf ( 11 \n \n%s 11 , buffer) ; 
length= strlen(buffer); 
error = iooutputs(711L, buffer, length); 
error_handler (error, "IOOUTPUTS"); 
max = 128; 
error= ioenters(711L, bytes, &max) ; 
error _handler (error, 11 IO ENTERS 11 ) ; 
printf ( "\n Bytes read: '/.d" ,max); 
for (z = 0, w = 32 * x; z <=127; z +=4 , 
++w) { 
I* Find APSD mantissa and phase */ 
} 
printf ( 
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rmsb = bytes [z] ; 
rlsb = bytes [ ( z+1 )] ; 
imsb = bytes [ ( z+2 )] ; 
ilsb = bytes [( z+3 )] ; 
mantissa[w] = (( rmsb << 8) 
rlsb) ; 
/* Phase, though f ound, is not kept */ 
phase [w] = ( ( imsb « 8) I i lsb ) ; 
} 
rr = mantissa[w] ; 
i i = phase [w] ; 
mant[w] = rr; 
"\n \ f \ nMantis sa read. Now reading exponent." ) ; 
f or (x=O, addre s s = 077000 ; x< =1 ; ++x, address += 
0100 ) { 
y = O; 
y = spri ntf (buffer, 
"lfm,'l,o ,1 28 ",addres s ); 
printf ( "\n\n'l.s",buffer); 
length = strlen (buffer ); 
error = i ooutputs (711L, buffer , l ength ); 
error _handler (error , "IOOUTPlITS" ) ; 
max = 128; 
error= i oenters (711L, bytes, &max); 
error _handler (error , " IO ENTERS" ) ; 
printf ( "\ n Bytes read : %d" ,max ); 
f or ( z = 0, w = 128*x ; z <=127; z +=1, 
w+=l ) { 
r msb = b ytes [z] ; 
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exponent[w] = rmsb - 15L; 
} 
} 
} 
/ ****************************************************************/ 
make_amps () / * calculates the non-corrected APSD */ 
{ 
} 
extern float mant [256] , amp [256]; 
extern long exponent[256]; 
float a, b, c, d[256] ; 
short x , y, z ,span ; 
double aa , bb,cc ; 
double two = 2.0; 
printf (" \n\f\nArrived at make_amps () " ) ; 
printf ( 
" \ n \ nPlease enter the number of averages complet ed . " ); 
scanf ( "'l.d" ,&:z) ; 
printf ("\n You chose 'l.d averages",z ); 
cc = z; 
f or (x = O; x < 256 ; x+=1 ) 
{ 
} 
aa = exponent[x]; 
bb = pow(t wo , aa) ; 
arnp[x] = mant[x] * bb I cc ; 
/ ***************************************************************/ 
correct () /* Corrects the APSD f or filter effects */ 
{ 
extern float amp[256]; 
short x , span; 
FILE *stream; 
char *filename; 
extern fl oat mant[256] ; 
long dsp[256]; 
short r.r; 
extern float dfq; 
do { 
printf ( 
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"\n\f\nPlease enter the span of the spectrum analyzer ( 1-14) : "); 
x = scanf("'l.d",&span); 
I* 
if (( span<= 0) I I (span >14)) 
{ 
printf ( 
"\nThe span must be from 1 to 14. See pullout panel " ) ; 
printf ( "below analyzer. \ n" ); 
/* Clear stdin if the read failed*/ 
read 
if ( x = = 0 ) s c anf ( " 'l. * s " ) ; 
} 
} 
while (( span<= 0) 11 ( span >14) ); 
if ( span -- 1) dfq = 0 .004; 
if ( span -- 2) dfq = 0 . 01; 
if ( span -- 3) dfq = 0.02; 
if (span -- 4) dfq = 0 . 04; 
if (span -- 5 ) dfq = 0. 1 ; 
if (span -- 6) dfq = 0.2 ; 
if (span -- 7) dfq = 0. 4; 
if (span -- 8) dfq = 1.0 ; 
if (span -- 9) dfq = 2.0; 
if (span -- 10) dfq = 4 .0; 
if (span -- 11 ) dfq = 10 .0; 
if (span -- 12 ) dfq = 20.0; 
if (span -- 13) dfq = 40. 0; 
if (span - - 14) dfq = 100.0; 
back in appropriate norm matrix*/ 
filename = "NDRMOO .DAT" ; 
sprintf (filename + 4, "'l.02 . 2d", span); 
filename [6] = ' . ' ; 
filename[?] = 'D '; 
filename[8] = 'A'; 
filename[9] = 'T'; 
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printf ( "\n \nfilename = 'l.s" ,filename); 
stream= fopen(filenarne, "r" ) ; 
for (w=O; w<256; w+=l){ 
fscanf(stream, "'l.*d 'l.*ls 'l.f 'l.*ls 'l.ld\n" ,&mant [w], 
&dsp [w]); 
amp[w] / = mant[w]; 
} 
} 
/****************************************************************/ 
local () 
{ 
} 
int error; 
error= iolocal (711 L); 
printf("\n\nLocal control returned to Spec.\n\n"); 
error= ioabort(7L); 
printf ( 11 \nAll interface activity aborted. \ n" ); 
/****************************************************************/ 
store_i t () 
{ 
int w = O; 
extern float amp[256]; 
char filenarne[12]; 
FILE *stream; 
extern float dfq; 
float hertz ; 
do 
{ 
printf( 
"\n \ nEnter filename to write amp to : " ) ; 
scanf("'l.s",filename); 
} 
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st re~ = fopen (filename, "r" ) ; 
if (stream 1 - NULL) printf ( 
"\n\nThat filename is in use. Try another." ); 
} 
while (stream ~= NULL); 
stream = f open (filenarne , "w" ); 
for (w=O; w<256; w+=1 ) 
{ 
hertz = w*dfq; 
fprintf (st ream, "%f, %f \ n" ,hertz ,amp [w] ) ; 
} 
/************************************* ***************** ********/ 
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APPENDIX F. SOURCE CODE FOR l\1.4KENORM.C 
This code was used to calculate t he internal fil ter resp onse. 
I * This program will create the norm array and store it in 
*/ 
/ * NORMxx . DAT where xx is the span byte (1- 14). 
*/ 
#define LINT_ARGS 
*/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <c_hpib.h> 
#include <string .h > 
#include <conio .h > 
#define I SC 7L 
#define SPEC 711L 
1sc, spec; 
0 / * Permits limited t ype checking 
long 
short 
l ong 
short 
float 
re [256], i m[256] ; 
dsp[256] ; 
main () 
{ 
error, span; 
norm[256] ; 
get span (); 
set span (); 
press () ; 
/ * Ask user f or frequency span to use */ 
/* Set frequency span */ 
I* Wait f or key press */ 
} 
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/* start a collection */ 
error= iooutputs(711L, "ar",2); 
error _handler (error, "IO OUTPUTS") ; 
press (); I* Wait for key press */ 
mem_read(); I* Read memory, calc norm matrix */ 
store_it (); I* Store norm matrix */ 
/****************************************************************/ 
press () 
{ 
int ch; 
printf ( 
"\nPress return when done collecting data ... \ n\n" ); 
while(kbhit()== 0); 
ch = getch(); 
} 
/*** *************************************************************/ 
error_handler (error, routine) 
int 
char 
{ 
error; 
*routine; 
char 
if 
*estring, ch; 
(error !=NOERR) 
{ 
printf("\nError in call to 'l.s \n",routine); 
printf(" Error= 'l.d : 'l.s \n",error, 
errstr(error) ); 
} 
printf ("Press <RETURN> to continue .... \ n" ); 
scanf("'l.c", &ch); 
} 
/****************************************************************/ 
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get span() 
{ 
int x ; 
do { 
printf ( 
" \ n \f\nPlease enter the span of the spectrum analyzer (1 -14): " ); 
x = scanf ( "'l.d" ,&span) ; 
if (( span<= 0) I I (span >14 )) { 
printf ( 
"\nThe span must be from 1 to 14. See pullout panel ") ; 
printf ("below analyzer. \ n" ); 
if (x == 0) scanf ( "'l.*s" );/* Clear stdin if the 
read failed* / 
} 
} 
while (( span<= 0) II ( span >14)); 
} 
/****************************************************************/ 
set span() 
{ 
extern short span ; 
int radix = 10; 
long length; 
char aspan [20] ; 
aspan[O] = 's'; 
aspan[1] = 'p'; 
printf("External variable span= 'l.d",span) ; 
itoa(span, aspan+2, radix ); 
printf ( "\n\naspan = 'l.s",aspan); 
length= strlen (aspan) ; 
error= i ooutputs(711L, aspan, length); 
error_handler (error, "IOOUTPUTS"); 
} 
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error = iooutputs (711L, "ps3 md2 re ar 11 , 13); 
error handler (error, 11 IOOUTPlITS 11 ) ; 
/*****************************************************************/ 
mem_read () 
{ 
/* 
char 
char 
long 
unsigned bytes[130]; 
*info, buffer[20] ; 
extern 
extern 
extern 
short 
char 
float 
short 
Set end 
error = 
address = 076000, w, x, 
short re [256] , im [256] ; 
float norm[256] ; 
long dsp[256]; 
y, z, length, wmax; 
flag = 0, max, rmsb, rlsb , imsb, ilsb; 
match = 10; 
rr,11, maxnorm = 0.0; 
scum[256] ; 
of read flag off, halt analyzer*/ 
iomatch (7L, match, flag); 
error = iooutputs (711L , 11 hlt 11 , 3); 
error _handler (error, 11 IOOUTPlITS 11 ); 
/ * Read memory into strings */ 
for (x=O; x<=7 ; ++x, address += 0100) { 
y = O; 
y = sprintf (buffer, 11 lfm, 'l.o, 128 11 , address); 
printf ( 11 \n \ n'l.s 11 , buffer) ; 
length= strlen (buffer); 
error = iooutputs (711L, buffer, length); 
error _handler (error , 11 IOOUTPUTS 11 ) ; 
max = 128; 
error = ioenters(711L, bytes , &max); 
error handler ( error, 11 IOENTERS 11 ); 
} 
printf( 
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print~ ( "\n Bytes read: Xd" ,max) ; 
for (z = 0, w = 32 * x; z <=127; z +=4, 
++w ) { 
rmsb = bytes [z] ; 
rlsb = bytes[(z+1)]; 
imsb = bytes[(z+2)]; 
i lsb bytes [ (z+3 ) ] ; 
re [w] ;;; ( ( r msb « 8) 
im[w] = ((imsb << 8) 
rr = re[w]; 
ii = im[w] ; 
rlsb) ; 
ilsb) ; 
norm[w] = rr * rr + ii * ii; 
} 
"\n\f\nRAM memory read. Now reading display memor y" ) ; 
/* Note: This memory is backward. Bin 255 is at 
74400 , while 
bin 0 is at 74777 . There are 512 bytes for 256 
extra short 
unsigned numbers . 
*I 
I* Read displayed screen */ 
for (x=O, address = 074400; x<=3; ++x, address += 
0100) { 
y = O; 
y = sprintf(buffer, 
"lfm,Xo,128",address) ; 
printf (" \n\nXs", buffer); 
length = strlen(buffer); 
error= iooutputs (711L, buffer, length); 
imsb) ; 
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error _handler (error, 11 IO OUTPUTS") ; 
max = 128; 
error = ioenters(711L, bytes, &max) ; 
error _handler (error, 11 IOENTERS 11 ) ; 
printf("\n Bytes read: '/.d",max); 
imsb = 1023; 
for (z = 0, w = (255 - (64 * x)); 
z <=127; z +=2, --w) { 
rrnsb = bytes[z]; 
rlsb = bytes[ (z+1 )]; 
dsp [w] = ( ( ( rrnsb « 8) I rlsb) & 
I* Calculated normalizing matrix */ 
} 
for (w = O· w < 
' 
printf ( 11 \ n \ n ... and the 
wrnax, norm[wmax] ); 
} 
norm[w] = norrn[w] / dsp[w] / dsp[w]; 
if (norrn[w] > rnaxnorm ) { 
maxnorrn = norrn[w] ; 
wmax = w· ' 
} 
} 
256 
' 
norm[w++] /= rnaxnorm) ; 
max occurred at 'l.ld and was '/.f"' 
/**************************************************************** / 
store_i t () 
{ 
int w = O; 
extern float norm[2 56] ; 
char filename[12]; 
FILE *stream; 
printf( 11 \n\nEnter filename to write norm to: "); 
scanf ( 11 'l.s 11 , filename ); 
stream = f op en (filename, 11 w11 ); 
f or (w=O; w<256; w+=l) fprintf (st ream, "'l.d, 'l.f, 'l.ld\n", 
w,norm[w], dsp[w] ); 
/ *****•************************************************** / 
{ 
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